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THE DESERTED VILLAGE
With apologies to Oliver Goldsmith
by F.E. Abernethy
3
Sweet Auburn! loveliest village of the plain,
Where health and plenty cheered the laboring swain,
Where smiling spring its earliest visit paid,
And parting summer's lingering blooms delayed:
Dear lovely bowers of innocence and ease,
Seat of my youth, when every sport could please .. - .
I begin with this quotation from Oliver Goldsmith's "The Deserted
Village" (1770) to emphasize the timelessness of my theme, the periodical
passing of rural communities. Goldsmith was bemoaning the results of the
enclosure movement, a centuries-old process by which the lords and
landholders of Britain enclosed great acres of land in which to pasture sheep
and grow rich in the burgeoning wool market. Land that for centuries had
supported farms and families and small village towns - like Goldsmith's
Sweet Auburn - now were the pastures for sheep. And the dispossessed
farmers and their families were left to wander the roads and eventually swell
the unemployed populations of London and Leeds. And Sweet A l:~lm, the
"loveliest village of the plain," was left to decay back into the soi~ ~-_um .vhich
it came - like Lilbert and Hooks Switch and Bevilport in East Tt\as.
Those that were caught up in the changes of the enclosun;\~TlOvement in
the eighteenth centul)' looked back in romantic nostalgia to the swe~t, simpler
times of their agrarian youths, before this great social and cultural change that
became the distinct drama of their lives.
John Henry Kirby, the legendary lumberman of East Texas, looked back
with the same Goldsmithian nostalgia on his youth in the Tyler County
community of Peach Tree Village, located on the edge of the Neches River
bottoms.
"What happy days. How they filled the heart with a peace and tranquility
never since known or felt ... there were no shylocks, no business brigands
lLike John Henry Kirby himself!J, none thriving ... by the fortunes and tears
of men and women, or the sale of their souls to vice and infamy."
"It was at my mother's knee at Peach Tree Villagc that I learned the story
of King Solomon's prayer for wisdom and understanding, and the beauty of
the Beatitudes."1
Of course, one could go one step farther back in history, when Peach Tree
Village was the home and the "Sweet Auburn" of the Alabama Indians. The
Alabamas deserted their Peach Tree Village under the pressures of Manifest
Destiny, Anglo settlers, including John Henry Kirby's parents. The Alabamas
also must have looked back with romantic nostalgia on their deserted village
on the Neches River.
FE. Abernethy is SecretaryJTreasurer of the Texas Folklore S()ciety.
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Thunted for thirty-five years in Suooydell Pasture, a three-thousand-acre
spread of pines and hardwoods in Tyler county. Noah Platt used to reminisce
about "the Sunnydell community pasture" when those acres were an unfenced
community pasture for the Sunnydel1 settlement. There were no fences then to
keep stock within a restricted area. This was "free range" time, when people
branded their cattle and notched their hogs and rounded them up when they
needed the meat. The fences that were built were to keep stock out of an area,
not in.
Noah said that he remembered a time in the 19teens when he could stand
on a hill in Sunnydell and see houses and plowed fields in all directions. The
land was clear of woods then and had been since the railroads had come in the
1880s and the sawmills had cut the virgin pines, except near the bottoms where
Big Dry Creek and Little Dry Creek ran. East Texas fanners plowed and
planted in ten and twenty acre plots: a field of com (some to sell, most to
keep), a planting of cotton (the money crop), several rows of ribbon cane
(syrup was a staple), a tobacco patch, a vegetable garden.
But the center of it aU was Sunnydell Community itself, which was
graced with a church that also served as the school, a slore left over from
sawmill times (the store was also the post office), a grist mill, and a stable and
blacksmith shop. Sunnydell was the least a settlement could be and still be
considered a village, but it was the heart of the world for all those who lived
near Billums Creek and Big Dry and Little Dry. And John Sturrock smiled in
sweet nostalgia at his thoughts of growing up amidst play parties and brush
arbor meetings in Sunnydell of long ago.
The deer and armadillos and Good-God woodpeckers live in Sunnydell
now, and all that remains is Sunnydell Church and some nailed up tables for
the annual homecoming and dinner on the grounds.
Communities are as transitory as Hfe. Sunnydell and Peach Tree Village
and Sweet Auburn are long gone, swept away by one sort of progress or
another.
But each village had its time of importance, when it was a necessary part
of East Texas commerce.
Riverports were built on the Sabine, Angelina, Neches, and Trinity rivers.
Steamboats were plentiful on those waters and regularly at hand to haul cotton
and hides. down to New Orleans and the Gulf markets and bring bolts of cloth
and barrels of salt back up river to Deep East Texans. Between 1830 and 1860
Bevilport in Jasper County was a bustling riverport and an incorporated
community on the lower Angelina River. Sam Houston himself had a lot in
Bevilport, and the town had a Main Street, a post office, a hotel, a ferry
landing, and was the business and social center of that part of East Texas.~
Competing with the steamboats for river space after the 1840s were great
rafts of logs that sawyers cut and floated down the East Texas rivers to the
sawmills. around Beaumont. Ultimately, when the rivers silted up as a res.ult of
washoff from cutover lands and trashed up with errant log rafts, steamboat
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tnlffic diminished. Then in the 1870s~ when the railroads started reaching into
East Texas forests, steamboat traffic stopped completely. And Bevilport and
Sabinetown near Hemphill and Pattonia in Nacogdoches County-all riverports
that were vital to the East Texas commerce and economy - moldered back into
the woods and are now no more than granite historical markers.
Everybody knows the story of Jay Gould and the death of the riverport of
Jefferson, Texas. Jefferson-on Big Cypress Bayou, which ran into the Red
River - was the leading inland port and commercial center in northeast Texas.
In the late 1870s, according to the legend, Jefferson city fathers told Jay Gould
that they dido't need his dirty old railroad coming through their town, and Jay
Gould told the fathers that he would see the time when grass would grow in
their streets. Gould then routed the Texas and Pacific railroad north of
Jefferson, river traffic failed, and gra,\·s grew in their streets. Jeffersonians have
lately recovered the town into a tourist center with Jay Gould's railroad car as
the main tourist attraction.3
Jefferson had a happier ending than Homer, which was the seat of
Angelina County until it also had a railroad problem. According to local
legend, the town constable in Homer arrested and jailed the railroad survey
crew for drunkenness and rowdy behavior, and in retaliation the survey crew
backed up and bypassed Homer and ran the tracks through Lufkin instead.
Consequently, Homer's doctors, lawyers, and merchants moved their
headquarters to Lufkin. Then, in 1891, the county courthouse in Homer
mysteriously burned down. Soon thereafter voters made Lufkin the Angelina
county seat, and Homer is now a deserted village at a country crossroads. 4
There is no telling how many sawmill communities were born and died
during a century in East Texas, say from 1850 to 1950. During the great
logging days, between 1870 and 1920, whole towns with churches, general
stores, stables, saloons, and whore houses sprang up around the sawmills.
Village Mills was a sawmill town that started in 1881 at a Village Creek
crossing in Hardin County. Village Mills flourished for almost fifty years. It
had a post office, train depot, a doctor's office, a community hall where the
Woodmen of the World met, and a company commissary where everybody
bought everything ("And lowe my soul to the company store !"). At their peak
of production the sawmills turned out 175,000 board feet of lumber a day, and
the residents clocked their lives by the sawmill whistles. By 1889 Village Mills
had 600 residents and by 1903, when John Henry Kirby of Peach Tree Village
bought the mill, it had a population of 800, 400 of whom worked at the mill.
But that was tops. All of the available surrounding timber had been cut by the
1920s and the mill shut down in 1930. Village Mills post office operated until
1944, when it was moved down Village Creek to the Highway 59 crossing.5
Another industry that left deserted villages in East Texas - and I am sure
that you have figured out by now that even though I use East Texas as an
example, this "Deserted Village" phenomenon is world wide-another spawner
of Sweet Auburns (said in irony) was the oil booms of the early twentieth
century. Spindletop was the beginning in 190 I, but Sour Lake,
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Batson, and Saratoga came soon after. For ten years they drilled the holes and
pumped the black gold out of the Big Thicket. Then the boom was over, and
the roughnecks left. The pumps kept on a' pumping, hut the towns shrank back
to crossroads post offices. Following the East Texas oil field boom of the
19305, descrted villages such as Arp and Tumertown mark the spots on the
map where oil field hands populated a town then deserted it and left it to go
back to a couple of filling stations and a small post office.
During the 19teens and 19205, after the forests and the sawmill jobs
diminished, East Texans moved into the cutover land and tried to scratch out a
living in dirt whose only worth was to hold the world together. The average
farm under cultivation was forty acres, about the most that a family could work
with a mule and a Georgia stock or a team and a cultivator. So when the United
States and the western world moved into the Great Depression of the 1930s,
most East Texas farmers couldn't tell the difference.
I speak about this last episode of deserted villages from personal
experience. I grew up in East Texas during the Depression, when the counties
were still rural. And the small towns -like Jasper and Woodville and Palestine
and Nacogdoches - were rural and were serving the interests of the counties'
rural populations. And the small villages that were soon to be deserted were at
the heart and crossroads of rural communities.
The smaJl subsistence farms that clustered around these villages were
much the same as they had been for generations. Rural people lived mostly off
the land. Like their fanning fathers and grandfathers, they raised cotton and
some com for their main money crop. Then for themselves and their stock -
and for barter - they raised corn and maize, ribbon cane and tobacco, a yard
full of chickens, some hogs and a few cows in the woods, and a vegetable
garden. They made jelly out of wild grapes and plums and mayhaws. They
"canned" - in Mason jars, not cans - everything that the county agent suggested
was cannahle. I remember being appalled at an aunt who canned some meat
one time. They had smokehouses where they hung hams or buried them in
barrels of salt. They stored milk and butter in lard cans that floated in a spring
or a milkhouse. They ate clabber and drank buttennilk and bluejohn. They had
lambs quarter in the fall and poke salad in the spring. They kept trotJines in the
rivers, hunted squirrels, 'coons, and 'possums, and ambushed quails and doves
and any unwary ducks and geese that came down the East Texas flyway. They
ate whatever was at hand. When the corn was ripening they ate it at every meal.
The same went with peas or squash or pork after a hog killing. They didn't eat
much beef. They didn't necessarily eat what they wanted; they ate what they
had.
Their granddaddies had supplemented their diets with deer and bear, but
by the tum of the century the bear were gone and by the 19305 the deer were
so scarce that people would go a mile just to look at a track.
During the Twentie!o; and the Thirties small farming communities
flourished around gins and crossroads. Lilbert, In Nacogdoches County,
started as a crossroads church in 1890, but as more people began to farm the
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surrounding cutover lands after the turn of the century, the village began to
grow. Litbert had its church that served Baptists, Methodists, and
Preshyterians. It had a post office, a four-room schoolhouse, two general
merchandise stores, a livery stahle, a gin and a gristmill. 1 do not have a
population count for Lilbert, but the census for Nacogdoches County in 1920
places 3,369 people in the town of Nacogdoches and 24,037 in the rest of the
county. Eighty-eight percent of the population lived around rural communities
like Lilbert. At one time - up to World War II - Lilbcrt and Looneyville and
Linn Flatt and their kind were thriving rural villages in Nacogdoches County,
like Sweet Auburn, and in these idyllic settings the children were "taught
moral values, and loyalty to God, country, and man," as one Lilbert citizen
remembered. They had not yet been corrupted by city life.~
But during these halcyon years, the roads were unpaved, water was drawn
from wells. outhouses were parts of all homescapes, and electricity stopped at
the city limits of the county seat.
In 1941 in Nacogdoches County, eighty percent of the population still
lived in the country. Then World War II came along and the world was turned
upside down. The young men went to war, and the old men (above thirty-five
years of age) went to the defense plants in the big cities, in the Golden Triangle
and Pasadena and Big D. So... "How're you gonna keep 'em down on the
farm. after they've seen Paree" and after they began making real money
instead of barely subsistlng on a frazzIin' corn crop. And after they had lived
with indoor plumbing and electricity and picture shows and grocery stores.
The rural population in Nacogdoches County dropped 10,000 people between
the War Years and 1950. The last gin in Nacogdoches County was shut down
in 1950, abollt the same time as the sawmills blew their last whistle. That part
of East Texas social history was over.7
The villages that furnished the necessaries for these rural populations -
the settlements that were the crossroads of their mral lives - began to shrink
back to the original state of nature. And the small surrounding fanns were sold
to Kirby Lumber Company or Champion or International, and they too went
back to fields of pine trees and sweet gums. Lumber companies bought a lot
of farm land and let it go back to raising trees - which accounts for the fact
that now East Texas has wild game again: deer and turkeys, and panthers are
back and somebody has reported seeing bear.
That march of progress, however, that deserted the most rural villages
was the development of the Texas farm-to-market road program. The program
began in the early 1940s under W. Lee O'Daniel. was postponed during the
war, and was finalized with the Colson-Bri~coe Act of 1949. This act not only
established a state program for paving country roads, but provided the money
to get Texas farmers "out of the mud." The purpose of the FM program was to
provide paved roads for school busses and rural mail and milk routes. But it
did more, much more to the rural environment. The FM system as it developed
after WWII al10wed people to move easily from their farms to the market
place. But it also allowed a whole hell of a lot of farmers to move into town
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and drive daily (and easily, without getting stuck in the mud or a sand bed) to
their farms. Farmers could now live in the towns, near schools and picture
shows and grocery stores, and stin be farmers. ~
One other result of the FM program was the consolidation of school
systems and the bussing of children into the town systems. Lenvill Martin, the
Nacogdoches county school superintendent, said, "We're not destroying the
communities; we're moving them into town." The result was the same,
however. East Texas saw the demise of the rural school system and the Httle
red schoolhouse - and the demise of the small settlements that were built
around these rural schools.
The whole fanning picture was changing during the Forties and Fifties.
The more successful farmers needed more land to make more money, and they
began enlarging their holdings. The shift in East Texas agriculture began after
the war when the average farmer was no longer a subsistence farmer living
mostly off his land and barely getting by. but was a farming business man who
looked to make money out of his investment in agriculture. In East Texas the
move was away from traditional cotton farming to cattle raising and dairying
and poultry farming and truck farming. And the crossroads village became a
thought for nostalgia.
I conclude in this present time. Progress is still making deserts of our
villages.
We in Nacogdoches look back in romantic nostalgia to our own Sweet
Auburn, which was downtown Nacogdoches before the war and before
progress turned one of our most beautiful streets, North Street, into a copy of
every treeless, tasteless, fast-food strip in the United States. Also we have a
Main Street problem. At one time Main Street in downtown Nacogdoches (and
you can substitute the name of any other comparable East Texas town,
including Beaumont - in particular, Beaumont!) was the center of civic life,
where everybody came to buy, sell, and conduct the business that keeps a
community alive. We had theatres, cafes, drug stores, barber shops, 5&10 cent
stores, grocery stores, hardware stores, all sorts of clothing stores. Lawyers,
doctors, surveyors, and other professionals officed above the retail stores, and
were only a short block away from the post office, county courthouse, the city
offices, and the police department. Coffee groups gathered morningly
downtown at appointed places in the drugstores and cafes for the conduct of
city gossip and business. Old men clumped together on the sidewalk to talk
and spit tobacco just past thc curb. The young dragged Main Street in their
jalopies to see and be seen. And on Saturdays, everybody went downtown, sent
the kids to a Buck Jones movie, and consumed frozen malts and cherry cokes.
Nacogdoches had a thriving downtown that was the heartbeat of the town and
its county.
Downtown Nacogdoches is now almost as pathetic as Goldsmith's
deserted village. It consists of antique stores, junk shops, law offices and two
bank buildings that take up large parts of their blocks. It appeals to tourist
traffic, which has become a major focus for this and many other towns. The
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surviving real businesses, 11ke JC Penney's and Beall Brothers, have moved
away to suburban mans; and Wal-Mart, two miles from downtown, has just
about gobbled up the markets from all the other downtown stores that once
furnished the necessaries for our daily lives.
The villages that are now being deserted are the downtown Mainstreets
all over East Texas and the USA. This was a natural phenomenon. The 7-11
stores made the move early and found that setting up shop in the midst of a
suburban neighborhood was good business. They provided services that
relieved their neighbors of a trip downtown. Other businesses soon joined
them in early strip mans. And finally, huge Wal-Marts and many-acred mans
were built to house all of the businesses to provide all of the "stuff' that this
affluent society needs or wants, And now nobody goes downtown to shop. We
live in a world of deserted Main Street villages,
It is nothing but natural that we look back in romantic nostalgia to those
simpler, richer times - to "Sweet Auburn! loveliest village of the plain" - and
to Peach Tree Village, where "the heart was filled with a peace and tranquility
never since known or felt" - and to Ulbert, where folks learned the proper
"moral values, and loyalty to God, country, and man." The world and life did
seem better and simpler and happier then, when we still had a continuing
connection with "the old home place" and when we had a real "hometown"
where everybody knew and visited with everybody else - where people had an
easily identifiable place and purpose.
A couple of 19305 songs that we sang during WWII reflect this
homesickness that I guess is a part of everybody's escape system: "Little
Green Valley" (Lilbert, Melrose) and "Good Old Texas Home."
NOTES
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ASIANS IN TEXAS: AN OVE.RVIEW, 1870-1990
by Broce A. Glasrud
Although Asians settled in Texas and other southwestern states as early
as the 1860s, their numbers were limited and dispersed, Whether sojourners or
settlers, they saved, worked hard, and contributed to the cultural transfonna-
tion of the American Southwest. I Nonetheless, their status in Texas s()~iety
often has been stereotyped and frequently misunderstood when noted at all,
even by historians, Unlike the Far West, where whites perceived larger Asian
American populations as economic competitors, or during World War II, when
some Asians were considered threats to national security, in Texas sporadic
outbursts of anti-Asian sentiment were even more blatantly based on skin
color. Despite a long history of discrimination and prejudice, Asian Texans
developed viable communities in the cities, small towns, and rural areas of the
Lone Star state. Asian Texans fit well Edwin P. Hoyt's assessment in Asians in
the West that "in the story of Asians in the West there is high adventure,
tragedy, and a promise of a different kind."l
Historical accounts of Asian Texans remain scarce. The paucity of source
materials and the limited numbers present challenges to the historian that are
being met by new scholars who not only have examined Asian groups but who
have questioned the economic and social milieu which admitted so few to an
otherwise vibrant state, An investigation of Asians in Texas poses fresh oppor-
tunities, and must begin by asking questions pertaining to purpose and
method. As a starting point, why study Asian Texans? Secondly, what
theoretical constructs might be applied to understand the experience of Asians
in Texas? Thirdly, what typology is required to describe the ethnic evolution
and composition of Asians in Texas'! Next, did experiences vary among the
diverse Asian groups who settled in Texas? Fifth, during what stages (periods)
did Asians enter Texas? And, finally, what sources are available to study Asian
Texans?
In the preface to his informative study, The Japanese Texans, Thomas K.
Walls addresses questions that validate the study of Asians in Texas, "A partial
answer," notes Wall, "is that there are special reasons why the [Asian] Texan
population is so smaiL" He continues, "although few in number," Asian Texans
"deserve recognition for their contributions to the state." He argues that it is
also important to study these groups because of the relationship between Asian
Texans and their neighbors. And, he concludes, if the chain of understanding
is ever to be broken, Asians must be seen in terms that go beyond stereotypes
and misconceptions..\
A study of Asian American culture in Texas offers insighls into the
process of adaptation and assimilation, the intcrrelationships and survival
skills among minority groups and their communities, and the development of
white attitudes toward them. Provocative theories of the roles of Asians in
Texas define thcm a5> "middlemen," as "model minorities" in a state that
Bruce A G/{)srwi is Dean of the School {ifArr~ (/lui Sciences, SuI Ros,1 SllIle Un iversitv.
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disregarded minorities, or as victims of "internal-colonialism." Obviously, all
three descriptions bear a ring of truth.
Both the "middlemen" theory described by Edna Bonacich in "A Theory
of Middlemen Minorities" and the arguments James W. Loewen pre~ents in
The Mississippi Chine,'ie contend that Asians performed a function as
economic brokers by providing stores and outlets for black Americans who
were barred from white retailers.4 According to this theory, Asians emerged in
Texas as Hmiddlemen;" that is, they rose above the status of "other," usually
black, minorities and acted as an economic and social buffer between those
minorities and the white majority. The "middleman" status was precarious and
unempowered, given that the dominant white society in Texas ranked Asians
somewhere between whites and blacks. While an appealing explanation,
research does not always support conclusions drawn by "middleman" theories.
At least until the I960s, Asians in Texas either lived in rural enclaves
(Japanese) or provided more economic services to whites than to blacks or
Hispanics (Chinese).
Some scholars suggest that Asians became "model" minorities after
World War II because they were more economically and socially successful
than other minorities. A "model minority" theory is explicated in Harry H.L.
Kitano's and Stanley Sue's "The Model Minoritie~:' However, the "model
minority" perspective is criticized by prominent Asian scholars Ronald Takaki
and Bob H. Suzuki. In an interview for Teaching Tolerance, Takaki says that
"Asian Americans have not made it The pundits and the journalists. and
sociologists have created a mythology." Similarly, Suzuki, in a "revisionist
analysis" of the model minority thesis, faults the cultural determinists who use
the model minority concept and calls for "a more coherent theory and deeper
understanding of the Asian experience in American society.'"
Another theoretical construct that has been applied to the study of
American ethnic groups is Robert Blauner's concept of internal-colonialism,"
While useful for discussing some large groups such as blacks, Mexicans,
Native Americans, and even urban Asians, it seems less applicable for studies
concerning peculiar situations specific to Asian Texas. It is difficult to con-
clude that a systematic effort kept a small and rural Asian Texan population
subordinate or colonized. As various weaknesses of the above theories reveal
and as Harry H.L. Kitano persuasively argues, there is "no one model that can
encompass the diversity within." Perhaps Takaki's theory, which emphasizes a
"multicultural" view of minorities in the United States,' is most effective in
tenns of Kitano's criteria. His approach, as will be seen, applies well to the
situation of Asian Texans as well as to that of other peoples of color in the
state.
The study of ethnicity is sometimes confusing because frequently similar
terms are used interchangeably. The typology of descriptions for ethnic groups
developed by Fred R. von der Mehden in The Ethnic Groups ofHouston offers
a method for distinguishing among members of a group. According to von der
Mehden, ethnic poputations fall into four basic types: (l) the foreigner, a non-
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resident intending a stay of short duration, such as a tourist or a businessman;
(2) the immigrant, one who came to Texas intending to remain pennanently;
(3) the American ethnic, generally second and later generation residents; and
(4) the assimilated, descendants of intermarriages who do not view themselves
as part of an ethnic group.R These patterns are applicable to understanding the
emergence of the Asian community in Texas.
One complex aspect of reviewing Asians in Texas is that although
similarity of experiences are apparent among different Asian groups, the
different national1ties, languages, and cultures lead to varied historical devel-
opments. The lis.t of Asians who have migrated to Texas is ba\;ically a
compendium of peoples from all Asian nations - Chinese, East Indians,
Filipinos, Indochinese (Cambodia, Laos, Viet Nam), Japanese, Koreans, and
Thais.
Chronologically, the stages of growth and migration in Texas follow the
guide based on ideas developed by Roger Daniels in "American Historians and
East Asian Immigrants:" (I) 1870-1900, Chinese immigration, initial
Japanese; (2) 1900-1924, Chinese exclusion, Japanese immigration; (3) 1925-
1945, Asian exclusion, adjustment of Asian Texans, World War II; (4) 1945-
1970, postwar trauma, loosening of restrictions (McCarran-Walter Act, 1952),
removal of immigration restrictions in 1965, changing status; and (5) 1970-
1990, accelerated Asian immigration, increased economic presence, fall of
Tndochina.9
Sources for studying Asians in Texas are typical for the study of Southern
and Southwestern ethnic groups. Basic secondary works that show the
similarities in experience with other Southern states include Lucy M. Cohen's
thorough treatment of Chinese in the Post-Civil War South: A People Without
a History; Etta B. Peabody's "Effort of the South to Import Chinese Coolies,
1865-1870;" Robert Seta Quan's and Julian B. Roebuck's Lotus Among the
Magnolias: The Mississippi Chinese; and James W. Loewen's Mississippi
Chinese, cited earlier. 10 A smattering ofjournal articles, short monographs~ and
master's theses that explore some facet of Asian Texan history have added to
the once meager sources. These include such diverse monographs as Nancy
Farrar's The Chinese of El Paso; Kyoko Arai, Holy Dream (a biography); the
Institute of Texan Cultures, The Chinese Texans; Hyman Kublin, Asian
Revolutionary: The L{fe of Sen Katayama; Amy Elizabeth Nims, "Chinese
Life in San Antonio;" and Ken Kunihiro, "The Assimilation of the Japane~e in
the Houston Area of Texas."11 While all these studies are valuable, Edward J.
N. Rhoads' "The Chinese in Texas," Fred R. von der Mehden's The Ethnic
Groups ofHouston, and Thomas K. Walls' The Japanese Texans dominate the
study of Asians in Texas. '2
Primary sources prove more difficult to trace. While the Census Bureau's
statistical data can be helpful. one can assume that the numbers for Asians in
the state are low. Because the Census Bureau used different terms to reflect
national origin or heritage, the totals vary. Newspapers, too, are valuable. but.
white bias in news stories and few thoughtful considerations of Asian Texans
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limit even this resource. Too often, even when newspapers or magazines wrote
about Asian Texans they fostered unfavorable images. Lost sources further
complicate the difficulty of locating primary materials. For example, prior to
World War II, the Texas Japanese community published a monthly paper,
Hana Kago; but no copies remain. 13 Unfortunately, after the outbreak of World
War II, the federaJ government either confiscated and destroyed the issues or
Japanese Texans hid or eliminated them to prevent government misuse.
Other available primary sources include national, state, and local
government records such as immigration records, court decisions, state and
federal laws, and local statutes. Investigating the historical roles of Asian
Texans requires a trip to the Institute of Texan Cultures in San Antonio. The
Institute has made a rigorous effort to uncover sources for the researcher and
the staff is helpfuL Since Houston now has the largest Asian population in the
state, the Metropolitan Research Center of the Houston Public Library is
another valuable resource.
Asian immigration to Texas followed southern and western patterns.
Chinese immigrants dominated the first stage of Asian entry to the state. Soon
after the Civil War some white plantation owners brought Chinese to work in
Texas to replace recently freed black slaves. These Chinese substitutes found
plantation life no more desirable than did black laborers, and they left the
plantations for small communities in East Texas. Most Chinese arrived in
Texas with the expansion of the railroads into the state. In 1870, 250 Chinese
laborers came to Texas to work on the Houston and Texas Central Railroad. In
1881, a second contingent of approximately 2600 Chinese railroad laborers
arrived with the Southern Pacific to work in the western part of the state. Even
before the railroads were completed, some laborers sought a permanent life in
their newfound state. Many worked as fanners, and when railroad construction
slowed, the first large Chinese agricultural community developed in the
Brazos River Valley. Others settled in West Texas towns; the railroad centers
in EJ Paso and San Antonio, and smaller towns such as Toyah, Bremond, and
Calvert were the first areas with sizable Chinese populations. An historical
marker now recognizes the early settlement of Chinese in Calvert. They
became grocers, launderers, or restaurant operators who catered almost exclu-
sively to white workers. 14 Some moved to Mexico, and as Evelyn Hu-DeHart
noted in her article, ''The Chinese in Northern Mexico," they "worked hard,
lived frugally, and usually prospered. _.. They often incurred the deep
resentment of local popuJations who perceived them as unduly wealthy and
clannish."15
Most of these carly immigrants were young men, usually recruited as
unskilled contract workers. The resultant Texas Chinese community was
predominantly male and remained so well into the twentieth century. The
dearth of women meant that traditional family life virtually was non-existent,
and numerically the population stagnated. A few immigrants established
families; in EI Paso, some Chinese males married Mexican women; in Calvert
a "Black Chinese" community emerged as the resuJt of Chinese and African
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American intermarriages: and, on the rare occasion, as happened in Houston,
Chinese males married white women before the twentieth century. Nonethe-
less, community life blossomed as males congregated for social reas.ons.
While within their own culture they thrived, they remained targets of attacks
from empowered whites. Whites feared Chinese domination of certain
occupations, their race and culture, and the presence of gambling and other
questionable practices such as smuggling and opium smoking. '6 Opium
smoking especially was egregious, because, as Diana L. Ahmad points out.
"little concern was expressed when the Chinese smoked the drug, but as soon
as Anglo-Americans began indulging in the habit, the communities began
expressing concern over the morality of its citizens."11 By 1900 the total
Chinese Texan population was 836.
ASIAN POPULATION OF TEXAS*
Chinese Filipinos Indochinese Japanese Knreans
1870 25
1880 136
1890 710 3
1900 836 13
1910 95 340
1920 773 449
1930 703 519
1940 1,031 45S
1950 2,435 957
1960 4,172 4,053
1970 7,635 4,999 6,537 2,090
1980 25,461 15,952 40,000 10,502 13,772
1985 52,500
1990 34,350 31,775
-- ----- - ----- ------------ - -- ...---- - -- -- ----
*As Thomas K. Walls aptly notes, ·'U.S. Census counts, especially those retlecting national
origin or heritage, must be viewed with some reservation. 'Race,' 'country of origin.' 'foreign
born.' 'foreign stock: and 'nati.... ity· are all temlS that have been used at one time or another by the
U.S. Census to differentiate Asians and other minorities from one another. The use of sueh
ditlerent crikria has resulted in tOlals that vary according to the criteria themselve". With thib in
mind, the above (otals should be treated as 'hest guesses,' since they are, in any case, the best
information available," Walls. The Japanese Te;wns, p. 81.
Japanese, and a few Chinese migrants, entered the state during the second
stage of immigration. The Japanese who migrated to Texas differed from the
Chinese in that frequently they came with some money. were prepared to stay,
and settled in rural areas to engage In rice or truck fanning. The early Japanese
workers were not landless workers or peasants, but often younger sons. who
would not inherit the family land in their native country_ They were enticed to
emigrate to Texas by Japanese-Texas Emigration societies.'~
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At the beginning of the twentieth century, a number of Japanese-
sponsored rice colonization projects were initiated in the Lone Star state.
While most failed, a few led to permanent settlements. SeiLo Saibara, a man
with considerable influence in his home country, founded the successful
Webster colony. Saibara was born into the samurai class, a lawyer, and a
fonner member of the Japanese House of Representatives. In 1903 he
established a settlement in Harris County where he hoped to attract about
1,500 settlers, but hardships and restrictive immigration laws limited the
number to between sixty and seventy colonists. The relative success of the
Japanese migrants such a.c;; Saibara led the U.S. Immigration Commission to
include them in a laudatory manner in the Commission's report in ]911. 19
Another prominent Japanese resident of Texas, socialist writer Sen Katayama,
orchestrated an effort between 1904 and 1907 to fann rice, but his socialist
commitments frequently sent him on recruiting and speaking engagements.20
A third rice enterprise, the Kishi Colony, started as a successful rice fann by
Kichimatsu Kishi, turned to truck farming in the 1920s, and collapsed as a
result of the Depression in the 1930s. Perhaps with more presence, Saburo
Arai opened a nursery, and despite setbacks, remained in the nursery business
in Texas for forty years. 21
Even these modest Japanese successes spurred white antagonism.
Fostered by the American Legion, in 1920 potential Japanese immigrants were
stopped at the Texas/Mexican border and forced to turn around. In 1921 white
Texans followed the lead of Californians and enacted an Alien Land Law that
forbade aliens ineligible for citizenship - almost exclusively Asians - to
purchase land in "rural" Texas. It is interesting to note that Chinese in small
towns and cities were able to buy land under the specific requirements of the
law. Even this restrictive act was less damaging to Japanese Texans than its
California counterpart since it did not apply to land already held by Tex.as
residents at the time of its passage.22 The more favorable law was attributed to
the Japanese Texans uniting in a spirited protest against a harsher version.
Japanese could immigrate until 1924; Chinese, forbidden from
immigration by the Exclusion Acts, faced a different status. Three changes
affected the Chinese community during the years from 1900 to 1924: (1) some
of the males from the small communities of eastern and western Texas moved
to larger cities such as San Antonio and Houston; (2) Chinese women began
migrating to Texas, albeit in smal1 numbers; and (3) United States General
"Blackjack" Pershing brought five hundred Chinese to Texas after his mission
in Mexico against Pancho Villa. As Charles C. Cumberland points out so well
in "The Sonora Chinese and the Mexican Revolution," considerable, and
occasionally brutal, discrimination on the part of Mexican revolutlonaries
against the Chinese precipitated Pershing's alliance with the Mexican
Chinese.n These former Mexican resldents settled in San Antonio, which soon
supplanted EI Pa<;o as the predominant Texas Chinese community_~4
The third stage of Asian experience in Texas covers the years 1925, the
period dominated by the Johnson-Reed National Origins Act of 1924, through
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1945, and culminates with the end of the Second World War. During this stage
of Asian Texan history, laws excluded them from immigrating to the United
States but existing residents began to assume new Toles and to encourage
participation in Texas communities. In Texas a gradual increase of Chinese
women diluted the previously almost all-male population. As Edward Rhoads
recently indicated, as a result "a normal conjugal family society" emerged
among Chinese Texans late in the 1920s and in the 19308.25 Occupational
patterns diversified, and fewer Chinese went into the traditional laundry
business. Also, Texas-born Chinese began to make their presence felt, but
continued discrimination did not change. Many Chinese found it diflicult to
own land because of their alien status, and they were kept from public
swimming pools and other facilities. Yet during this time the Chinese
community in Texas matured, forming commercial, family, and political
associations and making fonnal efforts to maintain ties with China. By 1930,
there were still only 703 Chinese residents in Texas, including the Pershing
Chinese. Since most Chinese Texans came from Canton. by 1940 the primary
Chinese language spoken in the state was Cantonese. 26
By 1925, the Texas Alien Land Law, a decline in rice cultivation, and the
National Origins Act plagued Japanese Texans and prevented extensive growth
of the community. Duri ng the remainder of the I920s and 193050 they remained
mainly agricultural. One third lived in Harris County, almost one half were
women, and by 1940 sixty per cent were nisei (second generation). Japanese
occupations included owning nursery stores, engaging in truck fanning, and
owning and managing restaurants. The decline of rice farming, which was a
cooperative venture, generally meant a dispersal of the Japanese to more
individually based agricultural pursuits or led others to El Paso, Houston, and
San Antonio, as it did the Chinese 17 The arrival of children to the Japanese
generally reinforced an attachment to the newly established local
communities.
Since this stage of Texas history includes World War II, it is important to
note that while it proved a disaster for Japanese Texans, it allowed more
opportunities for Chinese Texans and ended with additional immigration of
Asian Americans. When the United States entered World War II in 194I and
China became an ally of the United States. restrictions on Chinese
immigration were relaxed with the repeal of the Exclusion Acts in 1943.
During the war the number of Chinese in Texas doubled. But many Japanese
Texans, as residents of the southern military defense zone, were arrested
immediately after the outbreak of the war and sent to harsh internment camps,
not to the Relocation centers where the majority of West Coast Japanese were
incarcerated. The Texas Japanese population was augmented further when the
United States government pressured Peru and other Latin American nations to
force Japanese citizens to relocate to Texas internment camps such as the one
at Crystal City. As San Franciscan Edison Uno later remarked, "housing
accommodations for the Crystal City •overflow, were awful."2S Texas, along
with other Western states, had played host to one of the most outrageous
violations of a group's constitutional rights in the history of the United States.l~
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From 1945 to 1970, as a result of loosening immigration and citizenship
restrictions of the McCarran-Walter Act and the Immigration Act of 1965,30 the
Asian population in Texas surpassed that of the wartime years. While the San
Antonio Chinese community declined in the postwar period, a large new group
of Chinese entered Texas because of the repeal of exclusion laws in 1943.
Thus, between 1950 and 1970 the Chinese Texan population tripled. By 1965,
there were more than 2,500 Chinese in Houston, which became the new center
of Chinese activity in Texas; by 1970, forty eight per cent of the Chinese in
Texas lived in Harris County. Some of the more recent Chinese migrants came
from neighboring Southern states, and in Houston they established businesses
in black neighborhoods much as they had in their former homes; thus they
were serving as "middlemen."-~I
Two distinct Chinese Texas communities emerged and reduced the
homogeneity that distinguished the prewar Chinese community: first, those
from old-stock, peasant culture 1n China, who arrived as unskilled laborers.
Their American-born descendants, when speaking Chinese, spoke Cantonese;
"in short," as Edward Rhoads noted, "they were the Chinese who up until then
had been synonymous with the Chinese in America."·12 The second group
consisted of post-World War II immigrants who generally spoke Mandarin and
who were products of a more elite Chinese culture. Chinese Texans during
these years began participating in the larger political and social community -
since they no longer found themselves excluded from citizenship - and in
1964 San Antonio residents elected Tom 1. Lee as the first person with a
Chinese heritage to the state House of Representatives. Significant
developments also included new births and new immigration, which brought
the sex ratio to parity, and changes in Texas Chinese relationships with China;
after decades of close ties, they were now "ca'\t adrift," as Rhoads pointed
out.B
The ending of World War II and the closing of the internment camps
caused a few Japanese internees to remain in Texas, and others from elsewhere
in the country moved to Texas for a new start. By 1970, the Japanese Texan
population stood at 6,537. After World War II an increasing number of
Japanese Texans moved to the cities.34 Japanese successfuIJy worked to
overcome the wartime stigma, and as a result became known by some as a
"model minority." However, as Japanese youth argued so persuasively in the
19605, they dld not consider themselves to he model minorities. They had
problems also. Education provided a significant means for the Japanese Texan
community to mature. Despite these postwar opportunities in the state, many
Japanese Texans faced extensive discrimination and prejudice.35
Two other Asian groups who arrived in Texas during and/or after World
War TI were Filipinos and Koreans. By 1970 the Filipino population in the
state stood at 4,999, many of whom came as brides of serv1cemen. Despite that
number, not much has been written about them. Jim Harris' "Filipino Beliefs
and Customs" is a valuable start1ng point for the study of Filipino Texans. To
add to the ethnic spirit of that city, Filipinos in San Antonio celebrate their
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heritage with a Philippine Fiesta. Koreans, who arrived as early as 1905 but
were sometimes counted as Japanese by the Census Bureau, numbered 2,090
in 1970. As a result of the Korean War. many of them also arrived in Texas as
brides of servicemen. _lb
After 1970, following the prior removal of federal racial and ethnic
immigration restrictions, Asians immigrated to Texas in increased numbers.
Over the next two decades this immigration, together with peoples of color
already in the state - including African Americans and Hispanics - led to a
diverse and multicultural Texas society. Most Chinese immigrants continued
to reside in Houston, which overshadowed San Antonio as the largest and most
influential Texas Chinese community; by 1980 more than one half the Chinese
in Texas resided in Hanis County, During this same period, although the
Japanese population has not increased as dramatically, natural birth rates.
migration from other states, and new immigration from Japan - in the latter
group especially educators and businessmen - augmented the Japanese Texas
community.3? In addition to Chinese and Japanese residents, immigrants from
Korea, India, and the Philippines sought opportunities in Texas. Unlike earlier
Chinese and Japanese ~ettlers, immigrants from those nations often arrived as
professionals or as students. By 1990 over 31,000 Koreans, located principally
in Dallas and Harris counties, could be classified as belonging to one of three
groups: wives of servicemen; small business entrepreneurs; and professionals.
Koreans held two additional characteristics: women outnumbered men three to
two, and the Korean Associates facilitated a continuation of cultural values and
support of individuals. 3&
As mentioned, in this stage of Texas' ethnic history, the population grew
steadily with the arrival of new immigrants from Asia. An increasing number
of people immigrated to Texas from Indochina - Viet Nam, Laos, and
Cambodia - as a result of nationalist-led victories in those lands. There have
been three distinct surges of recent Indochinese migration, each reflecting
differing circumstances in the homeland and each exhibiting variations in the
type of immigrant. The first and smallest wave consisted of those who came to
the state before the fall of Saigon in 1975. The collapse of anti-communist
governments signaled the next major increase of refugees from Indochina. The
final and most significant wave that began late in 1977 differed from the first
two in many ways. The newest refugees were poor and turned to a traditional
way of living by fishing on the Texas Gulf Coast, thereby incurring the wrath
of white fishennen and sparking renewed membership in the Texas Ku Klux
Klan, which harassed the fishermen in sporadic and sometimes nationally
publicized incidents. The Indochinese migration to Texas, and especially to
Houston, dwarted the numbers of earlier Asian immigrants. From fewer than
100 settlers before 1975, approximately 5,000 were residents by 1977. By
1980 the numbers increased to 20,000 and by 1983 to almost 50,000.")
By the 1980s, the earliest Asian arrivals in Texas, the Chinese and
Japanese, mostly concentrated in Dallas, El Paso, Houston. and San Antonio.
The Japanese consist of three groups: (1) temporary residents - businessmen,
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government officials, students, and tourists; (2) the progeny of those who came
in the first half of the century~ and (3) those who have taken up permanent
residence since World War II. The Chinese community is not quite as diverse;
two segments of the community are the descendants of the first arrivals,
principally Cantonese, and the more recent arrivals who speak Mandarin.
Three interlocking elements of Chinese culture remain, however, as a
foundation of community life: (1) the role of the family; (2) the desire for
education; and (3) a strong achievement motivation. Among the children of
Chinese and Japanese Texans, many attend college and then leave the state; for
Koreans, Filipinos, and East Indians, loneliness and frustration sometimes are
a part of their life, but few leave~ and for Southeast Asian refugees, life at first
in Texas is bleak. But, their children are also completing high school and
entering Texas colleges. Whether most leave after completing their education
is a question of import to the future well-being of the state.40
Varied experiences mark the history of Asian Texans and continue to
influence the current generation. As Fred R. von der Mchden stated, "they
(ethnic groups) generally seek a plural society, basically American in its
values, but accepting and sustaining cultural heterogeneity."41 Perhaps one
measure of adaptation for Asian Texans is their roles in popular fiction. By that
measure, Asian Texans have reached a point of assimilation into Texas culture
that remains, for many Texans, a bit apart. Mark Shigata, a Japanese Texan, is
the lead character (fictional police chief of Bayport) in a series of detective
stories written by Anne Wingate.41 However, other Asian Texans face poverty
and are threatened by the Ku Klux Klan and other forms of discrimination. But
Texas society, especially in the urban areas, is being invigorated by these
varied ethnic groups.
In a poll taken on August 15, 1999, Texans were asked what made Texas
so great. The most frequent answer was "its people."H And well it ought; one
of the fascinating and intriguing aspects of Texas a, it moves into the twenty-
first century is that despite formidable opposition Texas has become one of the
most diverse states in the nation, and that diversity is one of its great strengths.
On the other hand, the poll indicated that a few white Texans listed "minority
populatIons" as the number one problem in Texas. Overall, the Asian
Americans who have resided in Texas for more than a century have helped
Texas and Texans become a multicultural society in which multiculturalism is
appreciated, taught, and encouraged.
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THE MAKING OF GEORGE SESSIONS PERRY
by Garna L. Christian
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George Sessions Perry, one of Texas' mo&t acclaimed fiction writers and
journalists during the 1940~ and 19505, crossed the oceans four times, visited
and wrote of virtually every major American city, and was at ease with the
lights of the literary world. But, aside from passing the summers in the cooler
environment of Guilford, Connecticut, Perry lived more of his life in the
family home and acquired farm in his native Rockdale, Texas, A familiar and
unpretentious presence in his Milam County birthplace, the tall, brawny author
could be seen conversing in the streets with old friends or instant
acquaintances, his broad pleasant face registering the obvious pleasure of the
meeting. This gregarious friend to everyone marked an unmistakable contrast
to the alienated young man of only a few years earlier. Perry's biographers
have noted the transformation of his writing from the somber, unmarketable
prose of the s.truggling youth to the more upbeat and commercially successful
products of his maturity. Equally challenging. and unaddressed, is the
accompanying transformation of the town critic to the town booster, 1
In common with members of a generation who reached adulthood in the
Great Depression, Perry experienced a decline in economic security as a
young man, but less than most. Emotional, more than financial. losses molded
his formative years. Born May 5, 1910, as an only child to Andrew and Laura
Perry, young George had lost both parents by age thirteen. A modest inheri-
tance from his father, a local druggist, allowed him and his eccentric grand-
mother, who is immortalized in the novel My Granll.V Van, a marginally
comfortable existence. Perry's lack of academic application resulted 10
enrollment in a military academy and three unsuccessful attempts to pass his
college freshman year.~
Keen observation and memory provided Perry the tools to recreate many
of these episodes in the personalized fiction he wrote after he returned from
Europe and North Africa at age twenty-one. For six frustrating years, the last
four shared with his wife Claire Hodges, Perry poured his ret1ections and
convictions into dozens of short stories and what he later called "a half dozen
unpublishable novels." In the main the writings portrayed a gloomy and bitter
view of life, exceptions lying in the doggerel-like poetry and some of the
humorous and potboiler short stories. Presumably the first short story sub-
mitted and rejected, bearing a date of Septemher 15, 1931, described the trans-
fer of Moroccan captives to a waiting prison ship: ''They all continued to stare
into the clear blue nothingness that formed an indistinguishable horizon
beyond the how as the old, gray iron seahorse hauled up her anchors and sailed
off with another cargo of living dead men to that wretched eternity, Devil's
Island:"
Perry left several autobiographical novels, "The Story of Jim" and "Por-
trait of the Morning," which closely track the author's life and indicate that his
Ganw L. Christian is a pmfi',ufJr ofhisTory lit the Univer.\"iry (~f HOtl.l'lOn-Dow1lTowll.
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early pessimism and disillusion sprang from an acute sensitivity. As an adult,
the protagonist Jim Cowen still remembered the remorse that overcame the
small child when he inadvertently killed his kitten and the unfairness of a
principal and teacher spanking him for a misconduct which he did not commit.
Jim suffered a deep sense of shame when he stood helpless as a cowhand
unmercifully beat a stray cow, and, subsequently, a white man whipped a
Negro. He loved his father even more than his mother, whom he "loved very
much," but recoiled from them during their serious illnesses. The loss of the
character's father convinced him that every promising beginning ended in
disappointment and that ;'God had lost his magic." He refused to allow his
grandmother to console him and distanced himself from his mother, who now
appeared "a little flustered and helpless and on the verge of crying." The
bitterness at his father's death consumed him at the volunteer fire department's
annual oyster supper. The boy considered the speakers who praised his father's
service as fire chief insincere and wished that they would die of ptomaine
poisoning "like laughing forgetful hogs." "Furious and hurt and with the tears
streaming," Jim exited by the back door and returned home.4
Convinced that "his geographical position must be responsible" for his
pain, Perry, as Cowen, looked forward to his departure for Allen Academy in
Bryan, Texas. He was anxious for his mother, who had accompanied him on
the train, to leave and then felt ashamed for his callousness. After turning the
corner, he realized for the first time the desolate look of the red brick
donnitory. Jim's apprehensions grew when he observed a solitary student
crying, although he pretended not to notice to spare the boy embarrassment. In
the distance the protagonist heard a group of laughing students hazing a
freshman: "Each whack made [his] heart stop for a second." Notwithstanding
Cowen's continued hatred for the principal, he seemed to adjust to military
school life after the ominous beginning, as depicted in a humorous description
of a foiled attempt by the cadet and several friends to elude curlew. The
academy instilled in him a new confidence as he returned home during
vacation. Jim sought to convey his self-esteem to the townspeople by wearing
his unifonn, adjusting the chinstrap to the precise angle, and carefully
mainlaining a military posture. He shook hands with someone he had never
greeted before, but waited disappointedly for the customers in the drugstore to
notice him.'
At the academy Jim learned of his mother's suicide in a Northeastern city
hotel room. In one of the autobiographical accounts, the young man planned
to avenge her death by killing her second husband, whom he blamed fOT her
unhappiness. A sense of duty, rather than outrage against his stepfather or grief
for his mother, moved him to action. Determined to cane the man to death, the
youth called at his victim's house, only to find that he was out of town. In the
story, Cowen knew that he would not make another attempt, but satisfied
himself with haVing acted properly. While it is unclear whether Perry
recounted the incident from memory or fantasy, the marriage, separation, and
suicide definitely occurred and the author later expressed regret for desiring to
kill his stepfather. Alternating emotions of guilt and satisfaction arising from
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adherence to private or public expectations haunted Perry throughout his life.6
While Perry emphasized in his early writings the primacy of principle
over public opinion, many of his actions suggested a craving for acceptance.
He disliked physical contact, yet participated in boxing, basketball, and
football, despite enjoying "no confidence" in them. These self-imposed
challenges demonstrated Perry's lifelong commitment to facing down fears,
such as fishing in deep water despite a horror of snakes. Nevertheless, the
Perry figure stated a different reason for quitting football: "The terror and
physical pain, he could endure. But that he was ridiculous he could not."
Cowen managed to persuade students to elect him cheerleader, at which he
physically exhausted himself, and later successfully rejoined the football team.
The gregarious side of Perry surfaced again when he took up several musical
instruments and, according to a Rockdale resident, conducted a band for a
time. Alcohol lay at the center of much of the young man's socializing at
school, college, and afterwards. Of his first drink of wine as a teenager, Perry
had Cowen say: HHowever much of an ass he might have seemed to everyone
else, he had become, for that brief moment, what he had always wanted to
be...a god, beautiful, radiant, immortal." Heavy drinking, even though
accompanied by "violent and extended nausea," bonded Cowen with other
young men.?
In later years Perry treated his three attempts at a university education
lightly, stating that his inability to spell doomed him to repeatedly fail
freshman English. Judging from some ribald stories drawn from his lenn at
Southwestern University, Perry's social life continued to revolve around
drinking. Anecdotal sketches presented his future wife, Claire, whom he met
at the Georgetown campus, as quick-witted, popular, and tolerant of his
binges, which often led to broken dates. He recorded a less saccharine
experience from Purdue in which Perry/Cowen angered a wealthy great
grandfather by getting drunk and almost missing a dinner invitation. The old
gentlemen, "who had a lot of money and nobody in particular to will it to," told
the young man that the misstep had cost him $50,000 and "if he did it again
he would cut him off without a cent." Apparently, a subsequent tum at the
University of Houston produced little or no literary grist for Perry's milLl>
A composition in Perry's files illuminates a less raucous side of his
university years. Entitled "A Transvaluation of the Terms 'Good' and 'Bad,'''
the essay propounded a bleak philosophy at odds with the writer's customary
idealism and personal generosity.
When man sees himself as he is rather than as he thinks he should
be[,] he can certainly legislate more accurately. When he knows that
inherently he is a warrior and not an angel he can protect himself from
himself.. .He will no longer live a repressed, niggardly life based on hopes
of an individual reward in heaven... During the span of his fighting career he
will have been noble, life will have been a magnificent interim between Lwo
seas of darkne'\s ... [M]an has, in an effort to create or maintain some self
respect, wrongly conceived the terms 'Good' and 'Bad' ....AIl moral laws
were contained in two honest and unvarnished sentences: 'Kill to eat and
live. Do not be killed and eaten: 9
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Professorial comments indicate that more than bad spelling stood
between Perry and a college degree. Indignant responses punctuated the paper:
"Nuts again;" "False conjecture;" "No;" and "Ignorant arrogant effrontery."lO
Perry managed two lengthy journeys from Central Texas across the
Atlantic in 1930 and 1931. On the first he sailed as a deck boy on a freighter;
for the second and lengthier voyage, he applied some of his inheritance to a
passenger ticket. The author's counterpart, Cowen, found the initial experience
exhilarating, des.pite bad food and a merciless master. Briefly jumping ship in
Holland, the young man marveled at the prosperity which contrasted vividly
with his native ground and wondered at the absence of sharecroppers and
slums. Yet he felt lonely in Europe and searched for a familiar face. Described
as "Joe" in a subsequent short story, the Perry-like character expanded on his
mixed emotions about the familiar and the new:
He thought he probably had what he had gone far. Now he was nearly
home. He fclt bad. A bewildered boy wanting to run away from something
had got on a ship and gone Yet away he was lonely, though refreshed. But
be had always been lonely He had become curious to see what he had run
away from ...He wished someone would mistake him for an old
acquaintance and speak to him cordially.1\
On the second trip, Perry and his literary alter ego spent six months in
Algiers before the press for money and domestic responsibilities called them
home. Once back in Rockdale, or its fictional equivalents Blackjack and
Hackberry, Perry began his writing career in earnest. 12
A third unpublished autobiographical novel, "After Many Days," con-
tinued Perry/Cowen's story through his frustrating attempts to succeed as an
author in the early 1930s. Presumably written after Perry's marriage of 1933,
it depicts Jim's wife, Mary, sharing the household with him and his
grandmother. Like his short stories of the time, this lengthy work centers on
character study and local color at the expense of plot. The concentrati on on
subjectivity allowed Perry to burrow deeper into his own soul, through the
thoughts of the struggling protagonist, exposing darker currents than
previously because of its contemporaneity. Whereas "Portrait of the Morning"
climaxed on an epiphany with Cowen's triumph over a sea storm and "The
Story of Jim" concluded placidly with his marriage, "After Many Days" por-
trayed a pained and wounded young man beset by enforced frugality, a
seemingly impenetrable publishing market, and alienation from the
mainstream community. I \
Having traveled, read, and dreamed widely, the young author related
awkwardly Lo other residents, few if any of whom shared his experiences and
aspirations. Perry's character "made no pretense at being interested in the
welfare of the community" and believed himself perceived as ''It]hat big
guy ... that don't do nothin['j but hunt and fish:' In the rare periods when the
Cowens were not counting pennies to buy books they could not alTord or
collaborating to place Jim's words on paper, he entered into a subterranean
world of Negroes, Mexicans, unconventional whites, and poverty-ridden
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farmers. Here he enjoyed some comfort and commonalty of spirit within a
larger society that Perry painted in bleak hues:
Once, in the last century, Hackberry was the end of the railroad. Men
came from scores of miles to hold commerce with her. .. [But] the railroad
had long since been extended. Her advantage gone. Hackberry remains,
waits, gently reclines ... J\othing has recently been or is soon to be.
The summer night is seldom cool, the day never, except when rain
comes to swell parched earth ... Iand) shock waiting people with the
knowledge that something important has happened. 14
Perry's description of the townspeople matched their unfavorable envi-
ronment. A leading merchant charged exorbitant interest on credit purchases,
eliciting a bitter response from a local farmer: "I can do as 1 want? I can starve
or pay you sixty per cent interest on what I buy this month and a hundred and
twenty on what I buy next month." Cowen perceived a restaurant owner as "a
hirsute rodent-like thing that did not even belong to the town." White boys
made sport of chasing and stoning blacks who ventured outside their section
of town: "lap never stepped on Main Street completely unexpecting or
unafraid." The "finely gowned and jeweled and perfumed ladies" in a
restaurant "looked on with ... disgust" at an Anglo girl "eating with a Mexican
family." Town gossips constituted a significant part of the population:
Gossip ... was ... probably the only thing which gave greater pleasure to
the [own than the movie house." .The most trivial matters attained amazing
cirCUlation, particularly when they went to establish or endorse village
impressions...such as the parsimony of this one, the dishonesty of that one,
or, finally, the looseness of a given woman. Extra marital alliances, among
the merchant class, of which there were generally a half dozen or so of long
standing, were continually referred to with avidity ... [and] gave far more
pleasure than ... pain. 15
The Perry-like character also turned his critical gaze toward family
members and loved ones. The "cold unvarnished hatred" between Cowen and
his uncle had subsided only after Jim reached the age of maturity, which
released the guardian's control of "his little inheritance." He adored his
quarrelsome grandmother but loathed her racism: "No one had ever heard of
Jap stealing, but he was a [Negro] and it was part of [herl recognized prime
laws ... that all ...would steal, and that none of them would work unless
watched or better still unless each simple movement. .. was directed by white
mentality." Even his beloved wife, Mary, suffered from analysis. His constant
companion, she hunted, fished, advised, listened, ensured a quiet workplace
while he wrote, and typed his illegible scrawl into readable manuscripts.
Although Mary had far exceeded Jim academically, he considered her "not
designed.. _for original thought... very nearly a perfect extrovert." To Jim,
Mary existed to nurture his creative spirit, while he molded her to his image:
"All of her interests must lean toward him, her desires find satisfaction through
him... she must concentrate her entire life upon him...Though in a sense
inferior to and secondary to his work she was also essential to it.. .."16
Cowen harbored conflicting emotions about the underprivileged with
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whom he sympathized: "Though Jim was very fond of most negroes, and liked
in no way to make them feel inferior and restrained in his presence, he was not
accustomed to having them behave rudely to him...." A sense of duty vied with
humanitarian concern in his protective instincts toward minorities:
Jim consciously regretted that he would probably get beaten rby a
drunken white man whom he had confronted for chasing a black] because
of a negro whom he most particularly did not like because of...being one of
the most insincere people that he knew. Yet in instances such as these Jim
was not really his own master; he was the slave of a hatred and cruelty, that
however he might chafe and wish to withdraw drove him on. 11
Jim saw himself as destined to elevate humankind by his writings and his
actions, but also fated to suffer external and internal condemnation when not
attaining his highest ideals. While decrying society's failure to recognize his
mission, Cowen alternatively felt undeserving of acclaim. After mentally
struggling with whether to defend the disliked victim, Jim resolved, "If I do
not act I am nothing; I am incapable of active allegiance to the most holy
hatred of my soul." The writer's actions must accord with his supreme goal of
immortalizing in literature the townspeople, who both attracted and repelled
him:
He thought of their tight barren lives. These people were as all people
were. They were the ones he knew best of all the earth, in whose dull
existences it was his lot to find meaning...They are not brave or witty or
gay. Nor accomplished... [Nevertheless]he would bring forth his people
from the steaming, stinking guts of the earth.. [and] show them the
unsprouted seeds of beauty and dignity and decency within them."'x
"He was inclined," Perry wrote of his character, ''to look upon them quite
as if he had created them and it was his duty to understand them." He even
attempted to fathom the characteristic he most despised, racial prejudice:
The poor whites, un-undersranding, brutalized by poverty. The ones I
want to help...Oh you miserable, who persecute the most miserable ...Poor
miserable fools. I want to love you. l?
In his darker moods. Cowen displayed less forgiveness for himself than
for the frailties of others. Exhausted from long hours of transferring his
thoughts to notebook tablets and the growing accumulation of rejection slips,
he mocked his "wounded Christ" fixation of wanting to feed and immortalize
the people. He mourned his transformation from a dashing, incorruptible
youth to a plodding, uncreative hack. Jim considered himself a hypocrite for
"want[ingJ to live the life of a savage but. .. a subsidized savage, with benefit
of machines, clothed, armed, transported, and entertained ...." and for "his
moments of extremist optimism [when] he imagined," himself, almost
prophetically, "writing witty, timely paragraphs and squibs that were greedily
bought by a national newspaper syndicate." Sut:h periods moved him to
haughtily reject advice from his uncle and others that he write more
commercially:
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At odd times Thave actually tried hard to write tripe that might pay a
little something, but the result was just plain ridiculous. If I wind up in the
ashcan, I won't think I made a bad choice. I never really had a choice.. .1
may not ever be a big shot. ..hut I'm doing the only thing I want and the only
thing I can. Money won't buy what I want; I've got to make it or do
without 20
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A fear of having too little time to avoid anonymity fonned the words of
the author who would capitulate to suicidal urges at age forty-six:
Seventy short years. more probably fifty in all, about thirty good ones,
that is productive ones. I really haven't got much time to spare... tHe wasl
jealous that another man and not himself had created [the Sistine
Chapel] ...The tiny piece just finished seemed hardly worth bothering about
beside the grandeur of this thing he was reaching for.~1
The somber moods by no means occupied all of young Perry's time,
though they underlay the lighter moments. He conversed animatedly and at
length with literary friends and relatives, adored his wife's parents, and came
to terms with his penurious uncle, whose familiarity with the foibles of locals
provided Perry with rich source materials for the humorous stories. He even
enjoyed acclaim in small literary markets. On one occasion, however, Perry's
composure snapped when an editor clumsily revised one of his short &tories:
Be quite sure that the sound of your name, however far in the future,
will make my fingers itch for your throat. If the manuscript did not comply
with the moral concepts of Dubuque, Iowa, why did you not return it to
me? .. Don't tell me it was for artistic reasom. I have gone without advice
this far and I shall continue. If it was to prevent offending the delicate
sensibilities of your readers, I say God damn them... 1 require no apology. I
have had quite enough of you.~~
Confidence in his abilities inspired Perry to lecture comedian Bob Bums
on the quality of his popular radio show. Apparently responding to Bum&' on
air request for program suggestions, Perry promised "to convert [your
show] ... from a pulp paper diversion, not strictly fresh, into a Thursday night
necessity." Perry sent him the first of several intended scripts, the original
centering around Uncle Buford fall1ng drunkenly out of a wagon, and even
drew up a work schedule. The comic begged out of a commitment, but,
interestingly, a film studio caned Perry to Hollywood two years later to script
the Burns movie, "The Arkansas Traveler."B
Perry broke into the major magazlne market in 1937, after "years ... [ofj
deny[ing] myself the recognized comforts of soclety in order to write entirely
and only what I have pleased." Ironically, the Saturday Evening Post bought
"Edgar and the Dark Morass," a short story of rural tomfoolery far removed
from the author's autobiographical efforts. A literary agent, and exhaustion of
funds, had convinced him of what earlier advisers could not, to tum his talents
to commercially viable pieces. The check for $500 brought an instant celebra-
tion by the Perrys, who splurged on a movie~ the story brought recognition at
home and abroad. The magazine, which provided George a handsome income
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for much of the remainder of his life, purchased all American, Canadian, and
South American rights to the article. An old friend expressed a feeling of
vindication, which Perry must have shared: "I hope, and also honestly believe,
that you are above a certain mean and petty reaction which I am certainly not
above. Specifically, I am delighted at the wholesome effect this wilJ have on
your detractors." A cousin, 600 miles distant, wrote to boast she had known
him "when" and added, tellingly, that she had heard "you have shaken
Rockdale to its foundations."24
Perry's literary stock rose with the proximate publications of two
acclaimed novels, Walls Rise Up and Hold Autumn in Your Hand, while his
Jocal popularity reached heroic proportions. No Jonger regarding him as
"[t]hat big guy ... that don't do nothint'l but hunt and fish," Rockdalcans
embraced him even after some critics bemoaned Perry's later concentration on
magazine journalism. Today a historical marker and research center honoring
the Central Texas town's most beloved son belie the earlier alienation. The
collective affectlon for George Sessions Perry obl1terated the distance between
him and his neighbors, validating his self-worth and pennittlng him to express
love for the people who had regarded him as a curiosity. An undated guest
column by Perry in the local newspaper signaled the author's transfOlwation:
the National Book Award winner, sprinkling the pronoun "we" throughout the
essay, suggested a municipal swimming pool for Rockdale. He and the
community were one. 15
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A QUESTION OF LOYALTY
THE CAMPAIGN OF 1960 AND AMERICAN CATHOLICISM
by Terry Lee Rioux
Robert N. Bellah introduced the civil religion concept. He asserted that
the sacred texts of the American faith were the Declaration of Independence
and The Constitution of the United States. The Deism of the nation '8 founders
protected the church from the state and the state from the church. God, not
Jesus Christ, was invoked. Ritual and symbol were institutionalized from the
nation's beginning. It seemed understood that the nation had the favor of God.
Artistic and metaphorical interpretations of the civil religion were based in the
Christian and Western culture. But the Deistic import of the principles - and
scripture - protected the American spirit from being exclusively Protestant.
The Gettysburg Address might be interpreted as the "New Testament" of the
national creed. In this train of thought, Abraham Lincoln was martyred for the
regeneration of the union.! However, throughout American History citizens
have questioned whether or not an American Roman Catholic could be
included automatically in this transcendent American civil religion.
The question of loyalty on the part of Roman Catholics in America has
been the subject of historians, sociologists, religious writers, and bigots.
The focal point of many of these discussions has been the election of
1960, the Catholicism of John F. Kennedy, and the Greater Houston
Ministerial Association address in September 1960. This is a complex subject,
made more so because it is an event within our living memory and stirs
painfully visceral responses. Kennedy's martyrdom has import as heavy and
pervasive as Lincoln's but perhaps its meaning is still unrealized.
John F. Kennedy embodied the conflict inherent in the tenn "Catholic
American." An examination of the campaign of 1960 and its import suggests
what divides us; it also shows the overriding loyalty that keeps the nation
together. As interviews with two Texas historians - one Catholic, the other
Southern Baptist - demonstrate, nat10nal history can be a personal history.
When Ralph Wooster was a child in the 1930s, he never knew a Catholic.
If there was a white Catholic family in the small community of Wooster,
Texas, they did not "advertise themselves." There were no contacts with
Texans of Mexican descent. His father, John Wooster, was a modest working
man, and for him religion was not a priority. Ralph was introduced to religion
through a friend's father who was a deacon in the newly formed Wooster
Baptist Church. There were Presbyterians, Methodists, and a few Jews in
town. His world seemed quiet, orderly, and without active hatred.
At Wooster Baptist Church, a favorite theme of the pastor's sermons was
the Spanish Inquisition. Whoever spoke out agalnst the Catholic Church would
be punished. The Inquisition and the terrors before the Reformation were
presented to encourage appreciation for the great independence and self
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detennination of the Baptist way of Christianity. Freedom of expression, a
personal relationship with God, and the fundamental separation between
church and state would always be central to Ralph Wooster. There was to be
no authority above the individual, no middleman or hierarchy to interfere.
One's actions were his own responsibility, and only he could answer for them.
There would be "no church between me and my God." Wooster's great
childhood hero was Roger Williams; tolerance and liberty were his
watchwords.
In the local schools, Wooster was taught about the founding of this
country. The Puritans came to America because of religious persecution and in
a child's mind, from the way it was presented, it seemed that Catholics were
somehow behind that persecution. Religious freedom was why this country
was established a'\ a Protestant country. [n sum, the Catholic church was a
mysterious thing and little or nothing of the modem American Catholic church
was discussed.
It was the military that gave Wooster personal encounters with a variety
of people. In 1953, he went through haliic training at Fort Jackson with a large
number of New Yorkers, including Catholics and Jews; they were mostly
college students. These men did not hide their ethnicity or religious
backgrounds. The chaplains who came and went through Wooster'!\ military
life could have been anything. They served in a broader sense and Protestant
or Catholic made no difference,
Wooster's real contact with the American mix of religions and races
began with his move to Beaumont, Texas, in 1955, to teach at Lamar State
College of Technology. A city with a large dose of French Acadian culture,
Beaumont had a significant Catholic presence. Beaumont, Texas, in the late
19508 was a world away from Wooster, Texas, of the 1930s.
It was approximately at this time that a native of Beaumont was settling
in the sprawl of Houston. James Vanderholt never really knew a Protestant. He
grew up in an integrated part of Beaumont and lived in a Catholic culture.
While his family seemed to have no overt prejudice, such things were not
openly discussed. Beaumont adults worked together and went through daily
life together, except on Sundays. In matters of the Church there was also no
discussion or dissent in the Vanderholt home. There was a perception of
distrust between Catholic and Baptist communities. There wa'\ little direct
communication or common cause. It was recognized that the worst
interpretation of the Catholic Church was keyed on by ignorant Protestants.
For young Vanderholt, there was a feehng of being different. Vanderholt went
to Catholic school, then to St. Mary's Seminary, and in 1957, Father
Vanderholt was ordained and sent to serve the people of Houston.
The divisiveness of the campaign of 1960 belonged to the generation of
Wooster and Vanderholt, and it occurred during one of the most frightening
and revolutionary periods of American History. The White Anglo-Saxon
Protestant culture was jarred from its World War II confidence and
accomplishments hy Communism, fear of nuclear holocaust, racial upheaval.
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and government intervention. The civil rights movement and feminism called
the most basic and private Southern mores into question. When a Catholic
made a serious bid for the presidency it seemed too much for the old
"inativi~t"" society to bear.
In Beaumont, Wooster was looking forward to the changes in society.
Tolerant of difference and change; he was committed to civil rights. He
believed Kennedy would be a proponent of civil rights and progressive. He
admired Kennedy and believed him when he told the country in so many
different ways that the Constitution of the United States was paramount.
Wooster would judge a man by his record, his American service, and his
agenda for leadership.
Professor Wooster was an active participant in the life of a large Baptist
congregation in those years. He served as a youth educator at the First Baptist
Church and was a faculty member of Lamar's Baptist Student Union. The
young people, he observed, were open La change but the elders were divided.
Early in the Kennedy campaign the Beaumont Pastor T.A. Patterson stepped
up the frequency and vitriol of his warnings about Catholics and the
undermining of the liberties basic to the American identity. The old tales of the
Inquisition were steadily preached to the people of Beaumont. In one
disagreemenl with Wooster, the pastor pointed out that the Inquisition was not
even in textbooks as evidence that the realities of popery were being concealed
by historians. That was because of Catholic influence - Catholics stamped out
the truth.
Wooster was "shocked and dismayed," He regretted that history had been
twisted and censored to convince the public of unfounded conclusions; "I'm
very sensitive about history .. .1 just get tired of people [saying] historians have
ignored thi s or that.. .well [we] haven't ignored it, it's just that people haven't
listened to us." The result was continued sparring between Patterson and
Wooster and an eventual break in their relationship.
Father Vanderholt in Houston was also dismayed: the letters to the editor
in the city's papers were truly disturbing, If a Catholic became President,
religious freedom would disappear. All the old arguments were brought out
again. Some Catholics, including Bishop Reicher of the Diocese of Austin,
would have preferred that a Catholic not run, feeling that it simply was not
time. There wa~ a concern that, in the face of the "papal threat," relations with
Protestant America would decline and ugly incidents would arise. It might
galvanize the most extreme element of Protestantism. On the other hand, Pope
John XXIII was an open and pastoral man and there was an opportunity for
Catholics, especially in America, to make social progress under a Catholic
President of the United States.
The central fear was that the Catholic Church's "never-changing motive
is to dominate every man, woman and child in the world, soul, mind and body,
in things temporal, as well as things spiritual," wrote J.B. Gambrell, editor of
the Baptist Standard, on April 8, 1900. He used the contemporary Italian press
to prove his opinion, and he did 1t well. Minds. did not change with the
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decades. E.S. James. editor of the Baptist Standard on February 17, 1960,
wrote, "the Catholic clergy always reserves to itself the right to control every
action of all its subjects." James conceded that if the nation must have a
Catholic president. then Kennedy was the man for the work; but until the
Catholic citizens renounced their loyalty to the hierarchy of the Church and
until a "declaration of freedom" was rendered. there could be no Catholic in
the Oval Office. The fear of excommunication and eternal hell controlled the
Catholic laity, and a Catholic president would be controlled the same way.
In a letter to the Baptist Standard editor, John F. Kennedy responded
directly to James, "I appreciate your generous statements about my record and
views .. .in the conduct of my office and the fulfillment of any Constitutional
oath, my undivided political allegiance is to the best interests of this
country ...without domination from any source." The nation faced serious
questions about the Roman Catholic commitment to the First Amendment and
equally serious concern about the Protestant dedication to the Constitution of
the United States. America was at a transitional point in history. The people
and Kennedy knew it.
Reverend Vanderholt related a small Catholic joke: "Tn 1928 (defeated]
Al Smith sent a one word telegraph to the Pope, saying, •UNPACK' ."~ That a
Catholic American might throw the Constitution away in favor of a repressive
unity of church and state was only an anachronism. Vanderholt explained that
in Spain in 1960, under Franco, credence was given to concern over the
separation of church and state. The Republic of Ireland had a Jewish mayor in
Dublin and a Protestant president with an overwhelmingly Catholic people and
civil structure. As with so many things, it was a matter of focus and perception.
The power of the Church as a civil authority, with the Pope as straw man, was
the center of Southern Baptist fears.
Professor Wooster had some apprehension as the Kennedy campaign
approached Texas. Kennedy's support grew throughout the year. He
campaigned hard and won people over with his humor and personality. But
Wooster feared that the media in Texas would highlight the most negative
aspects of the Southern Baptist membership and it could be embarrassing.
These images would not be representative of the faith. The Southern Baptists
had freedom and liberty as their cornerstones but the campaign could bring out
the extremists among those who would oppose Kennedy no matter what his
religion because Kennedy was perceived as a liberal. For such people to cloak
their political opposition in religion was distasteful to Wooster. This was a
truly dangerous combination of church and state.3
Kennedy had Lyndon Johnson and Sam Rayburn to prepare the way in
Texas. Johnson, of Southern heritage, received such hate mail as, "you are a
disgrace to the principles of the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution." Governor Price Daniel and John Connally attempted to keep the
Democratic stronghold of Texas together. On September 8, Kennedy accepted
an invitation to address the Ministerial Association of Greater Houston.4
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Lyndon Johnson was very much concerned that Kennedy's perfonnance
in Houston would win or lose Texas, and possibly the entire country. Kennedy
advisors were concerned that the candidate's statements could alienate
Catholics if he went too far in attempting to reassure the ministers. John
Courtney Murray, an eminent Catholic theologian, was called in to review the
prepared statements. The Ministerial Association insisted that Johnson and
Rayburn not attend its event on September 12. To appease Johnson, a rally was
slated earlier on the 12th.5
Father Vanderholt attended the old-fashioned political rally staged at the
Sam Houston coliseum in downtown Houston. He hurried home to watch the
televised meeting of Kennedy and the Ministerial Association at the Rice
Hotel. The Crystal Ballroom of the Rice Hotel was filled with approximately
600 ministers and spectators. The Reverend George Reck, a Lutheran,
presided. As Kennedy waited, Reck saw his hands shaking. Reck asked the
crowd for civility and restraint.b Herbert Meza, program chair, said in his
introduction of Kennedy, "Contrary to foreign propaganda, the South is not a
hotbed of religious and racial intolerance. There are many honest minds that
are raising honest questions."
John Kennedy began, clearly and forcefully. He explained modern
Catholicism from an American vantage and challenged his listeners to see the
evening's event in light of history:
For while this year it may be a Catholic against whom the finger of
suspicion is pointed, in other years it has been, and may someday be again,
a Jew-or a Quakcr·or a Unitarian-or a Baptist. It was Virginia's harassment
of Baptist preacher, for example, that led to Jefferson's statute of religious
freedom. Today. I may be the victim-but tomorrow it may be you-until the
whole fabric of our hannonious society is ripped apart at a time of great
national periF
Unfortunately, there were obtuse questions referring to The Catholic
Encyclopedia, and a resolution that al;}ked for a "declaration of freedom" from
the Vatican that would authorize Kennedy's views on church and state, and
religious freedom. The resolution assumed Kennedy himself would have to
"appeal" to Cardinal Cushing of Boston to route it to the Vatican. Kennedy
replied after the applause, "I do not accept the right of any, as I said,
ecclesiastical official, to tell me what T shall do in the sphere of my public
responsibility ...1 do not propose to ask Cardinal Cushing to ask the Vatican to
take some action ...1 think that the viewpoint I have expressed tonight publicly
represents the opinion of the overwhelming majority of American Catholics."
Kennedy was also asked about the statement that he would resign the
presidency if there was a conflict with the Church. Kennedy corrected him,
"No, I said [conflict] with my conscience."R
Reverend Vanderholt explained the misunderstanding. It is not the written
tract that defines a Catholic:
"fWe] have clear social ethics and official Church documents. that
Catholics are expected to use relative to whatever job or office they have.
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Our social ethics are clear and definite. When you take the step from the
abstract value to the concrete specific application, .. thats where the free will
of the Catholic is. I didn't see Kennedy articulate [this]. The freedom of the
Catholic is in the application. That's an important distinction. In fact that is
what conscience is in the Catholic tradition,"
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Herbert Meza, chairman of the Houston event, was disappointed in the
performance of his fellow Protestant pastors: " ...one of the results was that it
showed prejudice so ugly ... that many people were repelled by this kind of
religious dogmatism." The Catholic journal Commonweal urged readers to
follow the example of John F. Kennedy at the Houston event in dealing with
worried or ignorant non-Catholics. Commonweal editors, though, seemed to
understand that Kennedy, while minimizing his Catholicism, was describing a
nearly religious devotion to civil laws and agencies. Commonweal insisted that
the Constitution "has not become a basis for a new religion ...The citizen is not
half American and half Catholic - or Protestant, Jew or agnostic. He can be
completely both." Because it is the Constitution that guaranteed one's freedom
to be completely both. Reinhold Niebuhr, a prominent Protestant scholar,
wrote that the Catholic American can not be held respons]ble for nearly 2000
years of official Catholic dogma and activity. The American Catholic laity was
often out on its own, conducting its own life without a strong sense of Church
history and theological examination. Niebuhr made an indirect reference to the
ministers' use of The Catholic Encyclopedia at the Houston event when he
wrote on Al Smith. "AI Smith was challenged in the 1928 campaign by an
Episcopalian parson about his loyalty to Catholic doctrine as stated in various
papal encyclicals l Smith summoned his advisors to help him to compose an
answer. And he opened the meeting of his entourage with the question eWilI
someone tell me what the hell a papal encyclical is?''' Neibuhr stated that
" ...opposition to Senator Kennedy on religious grounds is surely an object of
just suspicion, since previous attitudes make it apparent that the opposition is
motivated, not by religious but by economic and political convictions."9
In the end, Kennedy won the ejection by a razor's edge in Texas and in
the nation. How this happened, who cast the votes and why, continues to be
examined. E. S. James wrote in The Baptist Standard on November 16 that
many Catholics voted, as did many Baptists, by their religious affiliation.
James counted on Kennedy as a man and an American to "experience the most
definite separation of Church and State during the next fOUf years that this
century has known." He hoped that the world would see the great exception to
the lessons of Catholic history. He called on all Christians to support the
President, "so long as he i~ right."
Not everyone voted according to the religion of the candidate. Wooster
and many other Protestants supported Kennedy throughout. Among devout
Catholics the quality of Kennedy's Catholicism stirred some doubts.
Vanderholt explained, a president who happened to be a Catholic was not
genui ne. "So JFK was not. , .Now we know he was never_. ,much of a Catholic
to begin with." Kennedy would not identify his conscience as having been
shaped by Catholic teachings. He never acknowledged that the matter was
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relevant. Vanderholt and many like-minded Catholics consequently did not
support Kennedy for president.
Kennedy's assassination put a seal on the rumblings of extremist
Protestantism for a time. He died as an American president and the nation and
world mourned him as such.
The editors of Commonweal insisted in J960 that the United States
Constitution was not the basis of a new religion, yet it has become evident that
what keeps the nation together is the supremacy of American civil religion.
Indeed, it was the American bishops who accomplished the declaration of
religious freedom for all the world's peoples, not exclusively for Catholics or
Christians, in Vatican II, and it was an American, John Courtney Murray. who
wrote it. Vatican II itself might be read as an Americanization of the Catholic
church. The ideals ofVatican II strongly rel1cct the ideals of the American civil
religion.
Wooster believed that the American identity was indeed the strongest
element in our national lives, above religious affiliation and heritage. When
asked if there was an American Catholic Church as opposed to a Roman
Catholic Church, understandably, Reverend Vanderholt was a bit surprised by
the idea; he would have to give the ques60n further consideration.
If we take the civil religion concept to its end we could argue for the
spiritual and temporal reality of the Deist's beliefs. Ifwe accept our experience
gazing at the Lincoln Memorial or standing near the unquenchable tlame at
Kennedy's grave, we can appreciate these places as hallowed ground in every
sense of the term. The martyrdom of John F. Kennedy brought the nation
closer to an attainment of the promises of the scriptures of American Civil
Religion.
Civil religion is the most powerful and embracing force in America. If it
were not so the nation would have destroyed itself long ago. Separate from the
capitalist structure that constantly challenges its authenticity, American civil
religion is the call of humanity_ Vatican II incorporates American civil religion
while denying the capitalist system. And across the world American Civil
Religion is taken in like rain in a parched land. Arthur Schlesinger points out
in The Disuniting ofAmerica that, "When the Chinese students cried and died
for democracy, [freedom and human rights I in Tiananmen Square, they
brought with them not representations of Confucius or Buddha [or Jesus
Christ] but a model of the Statue of Liberty." 10
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CULTURE IN COWTOWN: THE AMON CARTER MUSEUM
by Bart C. Pointer
Fort Worth readily embraces a rich, western heritage. Its history as
frontier outpost, cavalry fort, Chisholm Trail rest stop, "watering hole" for
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, and site of the first indoor rodeo reflects
this enduring legacy. Residents affectionately refer to their home as
"Cowtown," and visitors can enjoy a variety of cowboy traditions, including
the colorful historic stockyards and nationally famous annual Southwest
Exposition and Stock Show, the Chisholm Trail and Pioneer Days
celebrations, and weekly rodeos. And recently, Saturday afternoon cattle
drives - complete with authentic Texas longhorns - have enlarged this unique
appeal. No small wonder, then, that favorite son Amon G. Carter dreamed of
donating a western art museum to this city "where the West begins."l
Amon G. Carter, publisher and philanthropist, enjoyed a passion for two
North Texas cities - he loved Fort Worth and hated Dallas. Carter dedicated
himself to promoting Fort Worth, especially if the enterprise involved
denigrating Dallas. While stoking this rivalry, Carter approached zealous
extremes, accounts of which grew more grandiose with each telling. Two
instances, in particular, attested to his disdain for anything associated with
"Big D." Once, while attending a society ball at the Adolphus Hotel. he
refused to eat the local fare and instead dined from a picnic basket filled with
fried chicken from Shady Oaks Country Club in Fort Worth. Carter also
carried a full can of "Fort Worth gasoline" in his trunk, just to avoid
patronizing a Dallas service station. To steal the spotlight from Dallas, he
allowed, even encouraged, such stories to circulate.2
The Amon Carter Museum, an art collection that began humbly and grew
in proportion to his wealth, is a good example of his love for Fort Worth. On
a New York street comer in 1928, Carter viewed six water colors by Charles
Russell, a renowned painter of Western themes, exhibited by art dealer
Bertram M. Newhouse. Pleasantly reminded of his West Texas origins, Carter
borrowed $7,500 (which took him two years to repay), purchased the works,
and began a hobby that would span decades and cost millions. Over the next
twenty years he experienced considerable success with newspaper and radio
investments, at the same time garnering substantial income from ownership in
the Wasson and Ellenburger oil pools in Texas. By 1950 Carter had amassed a
significant collection of works by Russell and Frederic Remington. Time
magazine described that period in his life in 1952, reporting that his "appetite
for art, and bank account, grew." Gradually, Carter displayed the collection in
various public venues - the Fort Worth Public Library, Southwest Regional
Airport, and the Petroleum Club - for the enjoyment of his fellow citizens.3
Over the next two decades a series of events led to the establishment of
the Amon Carter Foundation and the creation of the museum. In 1945 Carter
and wife, Nenetta Burton Carter, incorporated the Carter Foundation with
Bart C. Pointer is a graduate student at Texa~' Christian University.
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more than $8 million after selling their Wasson Oil Field interests. After
Carter's death in 1955, his will added a majority of his estate to the already
sizable endowment and provided for a Western art museum in Fort Worth. "I
am endeavoring" he explained in the document, "to give those who have not
[had] such advantages but who aspire to the higher and finer attributes of life,
those opportunities that were denied me." He concluded, "a man cannot live
off his community, he must live with it." Carter directed that the museum
operate as a nonprofit enterprise for the public benefit, promote the cultural
spirit of the city, and especially "stimulate the artistic imagination among
young people residing there."4
In January 1961, the Amon Carter Museum of Western Art became a
reality_ Carter would have delighted in the attention that "Opening Day"
brought to Fort Worth. Attendees included representatives from institutions
such as the Museum of Modem Art in New York and such well-known
publications as TIme, Architectural Forum, and Newsweek. Carter's daughter,
Mrs. J. Lee Johnson, officially opened the museum, proclaiming that the spirit
and ideals of Amon Carter were present and that the Museum of Western Art
would educate, interest, and please the citizens of Fort Worth. She also stated
that such a museum in "this great area 'Where the West Begins' would forever
enlighten us, and be our companion to remind us of the great heritage we must
nourish to keep alive."5
With tongue firmly in cheek, Time magazine headlined its coverage of the
opening with "Museum of Yippee·Yi-Yo." Naysayers called it a house of
"cowboy pictures l " but a series of early successes and accolades quieted the
skeptics. The popularity of the largest and most important private collection of
Russell and Remington works quickly became evident just a few weeks after
the opening when the ftrst annual Southwest Exposition and Stock Show
commenced. This annual event attracted thousands of visitors, including a
large number from rural areas. The museum arranged special exhibits to
coincide with the Stock Show. As a result, many farm and ranch families
enjoyed cultural opportunities previously unavailable to them. Within three
months of its debut, over 27.000 locals and tourists visited the museum,
including people from twenty-one foreign countries and forty-six states. By
the end of summer, visitor totals eclipsed 80,000 and necessitated the hiring of
a professional director, Mitchell Wilder. In 1961, the U.S. Postal Service
created a stamp with an image of "The Smoke Signal," one of the paintings in
the collection, and in December CBS highlighted the museum in a nationwide
broadcast. In May 1962, the museum loaned a Remington piece, Cominl?
Through the Rye, to Jacqueline Kennedy, who had made an appeal for works
of art that would add "interest and historical significance to the White House."
These early achievements helped fulfill the dream of Amon Carter of
providing an opportunity for many to view his collection and bring prestige
and recognition to "his city." The Fort Worth Star-Telegram proclaimed that
the museum was '·originally conceived as a home for the art collection of the
late Amon G. Carter," but has "expanded its role to become one of the leading
creative cultural forces in the city."6
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Momentum created by the initial success of the museum provided a solid
foundation for continued growth both structurally and philosophically. In
1964, only three years after opening, the construction of an annex created
space for additional displays. In 1967 the exhibit American Art, l(Jh Century:
Image to Abstraction heralded a change in philosophy as the showcase
expanded its initial focus from Western art. "We feel our obligation to do a
better educational job with American art," Wilder explained. The hiring of a
curator in 1969 provided expertise to catalog the growing collection.
Additional building expansion in 1977 more than doubled the space of the
museum. Trustees eventually removed the "Western Art" designation on the
museum nameplate in 1986 to reflect the evolutionary shift in focus to include
all aspects ofAmerican art. Western-themed exhibits, however, continued to be
popular, especially during the Stock Show. These changes demonstrated
remarkable growth. Since the purchase of the first watercolors on a New York
street comer, the coHection had expanded to a wide range of holdings that
numbered more than 300,000. The museum sponsored more than a hundred
special exhibitions and at least seventy individual publications dedicated to
some a.."pect of art. Such success prompted a visiting curator to confirm that "I
know of no other institution in the country that is working in this field of
combining art and history .'. the museum is gaining a reputation far beyond
its size."7
The diverse, impressive nature of the permanent collecti on demonstrated
thc desire of the Carter Foundation to present a quality venue and pay tribute
to a dedicated community whose own philanthropic spirit supported the
museum. The purchase of one painting in particular illustrated this symbiotic
relationship. In 199] the Fort Worth Art Association offered for sale a Thomas
Eakins work, The Swimming Hole. Sotheby's Auction House in New York
received the painting, causing considerable concern in the Fort Worth art
community. The Carter Museum originally declined to buy the work because
it was in the process of purchasing another masterpiece, The Garden of Eden,
by Thomas Cole. Museum officials, who believed that the Cole painting had
been lost for 160 years, valued the treasure at between $5 million and $7
million. The owners offered the painting to no other museum. Carter board
members determined that they could ill-afford to pass up the opportunity to
acquire such a gem. Consequently, when available funds failed to cover the
expected price of the Eakins canvas, the Fort Worth-ba~edSid Richardson and
Charles Tandy foundations agreed to provide haJf the purchase price for The
Swimming Hole if the museum would pay $4 million and the public the final
$1 million. Approximately 5,000 individuals, businesses, and foundations
contributed the necessary $10 million. More than 1,600 personal donations of
less than $100 each prompted a local news report to remark that "children have
sent in their allowances, and an Englishman [even] searched his London house
for American money and found five dollars to contribute." Not only did Fort
Worth retain the painting, but money from the sale provided needed revenue
for its previous owner, the Fort Worth Art Association, to purchase modem art
works. That transaction highlighted the convivial relationship between the
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Carter Foundation and community.8
Other permanent acquisitions demonstrated the opportunities available to
museum patrons. In 1971 the Carter secured a number of Currier and Ives
prints. Dating to the nineteenth century, a time when neither motion pictures
nor quality cameras existed for journalistic purposes, these colorful illustra-
tions depicted historical events of a new nation and unique perspectives of the
Old South. Again in 1972 the museum purchased one of the earliest landscapes
painted in America - a piece believed to be a depiction of pre-Revolutionary
Exeter, New Hampshire, completed between 1775 and 1780. This overmantel
representation exemplified the earliest type of landscape painting from
colonial America. Subsequent acquisitions have represented such masters as
Ben Shabn, John Marin, Arthur Dove, Morris Graves, Marsen Hartley, and
Georgia O'Keeffe.'}
The museum bounty also included photographs that offer a visual
window to the past. An exhibit of 1930s photographs, assembled from the files
of the Farm Security Administration historical section - the small agency that
provided the most valuable pictures of life in the United States from 1935 to
1941 - became the first of many exhibits in the 1960s. Works on display
included those by Dorothea Lange, well-known for her Depression-era
depictions of women. Additional exhibits provided images ranging from the
early railroads to the first NASA space photos. A number of donors have
hlessed the museum with photographic collections. In 1978, Southwestern
photographer Laura Gilpin of Santa Fe, New Mexico, announced that she
planned to give her massive collection to the museum, including works by
such noted photographers as Ansel Adams and Dorothea Lange. Dedication to
this art form has continued to the present, as evidenced by a series of
workshops presented in 1999 titled "Focus on Photography."10
While the pennanent collection was quite diverse, the Board of Directors
also promoted an ongoing series of traveling exhibitions. Former Director
Wilder explained, "we like to bring other collections - both public and private
- to the museum, not only to let people in the area see things they wouldn't
normally have access to" but to "give us a chance to reassess our own
collection." The museum has produced a vast array of curiosities, including
Spanish colonial silver, presidential campaign posters, Navajo photos, U.S.
flags, Eskimo art, Pennsylvania quilts, and Mexican masks. It also has
showcased rare historical documents: the Louisiana Purchase proclamation;
the first Bible printed in the Western world; the initial Latin edition of the
"Columbus Letter;" a printed first-hand account of the new world; letters and
texts by Cortes and DeSoto; and the first printing of the Declaration of
Independence. ll
In 1974 officials of three local museums, including the Carter. planned
exhibitions behind the Iron Curtain in Warsaw, Poland. They organized the
extravaganza, which eventually represented sixteen museums, under a grant
from the U.S. Infonnation Agency. Officials in Turkey, England, and France
also requested an opportunity to view the combined works. The occasion
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prompted the Fort Worth Star-Telegram to comment that "apparently oblivious
to any barriers America's historical western art is proving to be a top-rate
diplomat for international cultural exchange."J2
This dedication to the promotion and preservation of the arts was only
one facet of museum focus. The foundation sought other avenues through
which the Carter could contribute to the life of the city. As author Charles
Parkhurst explained, "a museum is inherently a combination of repository,
theater, classroom, research center, activity center, side show, and home for an
art elite," and that "while it cannot be all things to all men, it can provide
something for everybody."1J
The museum has become a literary entity as well. It is a research
repository of 30,000 volumes on American history and art. Additional
holdings include over 7,000 microfilm rolls of nineteenth-century newspapers
and rare publications - none of which duplicate the holdings of the nearby Fort
Worth Public or Texas Christian University libraries. Other literary
achievements include a publishing operation that boasts more than 100 titles
and seventy-five works relating to its collection, assuring that museum
treasures are available to those lacking the opportunity to experience them
first-hand. 14
The educational scope of the museum has extended beyond these
research and publication capabilities. Mark Thistlewaite, one-time chairman of
the Texas Christian University art department, and Arthur Woodward, a
museum staff historical anthropologist who taught a class for the TCD history
department, have provided lectures available to the community. An impressive
variety of programs have involved school-age children in the Fort Worth
vicinity. In 1966 the museum received a grant from the National Foundation
for the Arts to support teachers in elementary and secondary schools and to
increase public knowledge of the visual arts through expanded services. Later
that year, a prime example of this interaction occurred in Antelope, Texas,
located eighty miles from Fort Worth. A teacher in Antelope asked her students
to name their favorite artist and found that most of the students selected
"Peanuts" cartoonist Charles Schultz. As a consequence, Carter Museum
Education Director John Diffily developed a plan to teach rural children art
appreciation, explaining that museums offered more than just pictures.
Schools in ten surrounding counties participated in these experimental
programs. Artist Joseph Tischler, fonnerly on the staff of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, conducted painting demonstrations. The Carter Museum also
pioneered local artistic involvement in the Vital Link Summer Internship
Program - sponsored by the Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce - to forge
connections between middle-school students and the job market. Only three
school districts in the nation participated in such projects.I.'i
Amon Carter Foundation grants have not been limited to the museum. A
full fifty percent of its budget has provided community outreach in other areas.
In 1996, contributions benefited multiple arts councils, animal-rights groups,
community-improvement projects, crime commissions, environmentalists,
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agriculture, health, human services. recreation, religion, science, and youth
development. The foundation issued 155 grants totaling over $10 million from
an endowment with a market value of approximately $227 million. By the end
of 1998, total charitable contributions had surpassed $250 million. 16
The Foundation-sponsored Museum, while already enjoying impressive
credentials, embarked upon a major building expansion in 1999. Ruth Carter
Stevenson, daughter of Amon Carter, indicated that the museum collection had
outgrown its available space. Only about one percent of the holdings could be
viewed at anyone time, so museum officials announced that the museum
would close in August for a renovation to increase floor space from 65,000 to
more than 107,000 square feet. The actual display area increased more than
three-fold, from 9,000 to over 27,000 square feet. The new addition also
provided other amenities: a 170-seat auditorium; a laboratory for the study of
paper conservation; expanded library and research facilities; larger retail
space; and easier public access. The museum dedicated an additional 5,000
square feet to traveling exhibitions as well as a mezzanine to house a rotating
display of works in all media. In the meantime, to continue to exhibit its
collection the Carter Museum loaned artworks to the Sid Richarson Collection
(another Fort Worth Western art venue), the National Gallery of Art in
Washington, D.C., and the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, although
uninterrupted access to its collection would continue at a temporary location
in downtown Fort Worth. To put museum progress in perspective, director
Rick Stewart aptly observed that "the Amon Carter Museum has grown from
one man's vision into a vital national institution" and that the expansion
program "will enable it to continue to realize that vision and fulfill its mission
to collect, preserve, and interpret the finest examples of American Art."I?
The Carter Foundation story and its community support is truly remark-
able. A review of the museum budget reveals that foundation contributions
account for 76.8 percent of its expenses, while community and individuals
supply 15.5 percent. Together, they provide 93.9 percent of the total revenue
necessary for museum operations - the remaining 6.1 percent comes from
investments, sales, fees, and royalties.
Museum accomplishments and contributions to Fort Worth are a
wonderful tribute to one man's dream, the dedication of a family, and an
appreciative community. American humorist Will Rogers, a Carter family
friend, aptly described the relationship between Carter and Fort Worth: "No
other city in America has anything approaching such a public citizen as Amon
Carter."18
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HAROLD TAFT AND THE AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL
SOCIETY SEAL OF APPROVAL:
LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR WEATHER BROADCASTING
by J.M. Dempsey
47
When thunderstorms, tornadoes, or ice storms threaten, we turn to
television or radio for reliable infonnation. If we find a forecaster who claims
the distinction of holding the American MeteoroJogkal Society (AMS) Seal of
Approval, we may feel assured that we are receiving reliable information from
a professional. The importance of weather forecasts to television viewers is
shown by the fact that weather is the number-one news draw in more than half
of the Top 20 TV markets. 1
Two generations of North Texans came to rely on Harold Taft, who
broadcast on WBAP-TV, then changed to KXAS in Fort Worth from 1949 until
shortly before his death in 1991. Befitting his pioneer status as a television
weathercaster~Taft served on the original committee that created the AMS Seal
of Approval, which helped bring standards of professionalism to weather
broadcasting. Yet Taft, the man who literally wrote the book on Texas
Weather,2 never received the AMS Seal of Approval.
Roy Leep, one of the original group to receive an AMS Seal in January
1960 and an AMS Fellow, listed Taft as one of "a core group of meteorologists
who would lay a foundation of standards for others to follow and exceed," in
an AMS publication in 1996. The others, their television stations or networks,
and the years of their television debuts include: Jim Fidler, DuMont Network~
1947; Don Kent, WBZ, Boston, 1955; Nash Roberts, WDSU, New Orleans,
1948; Louis Allen~ WNB~ Washington, D.C., 1948; Francis Davis, WFlL,
Philadelphia, 1948; Clint Youle, NBC, 1949; and Wally Kinnan, KY,
Oklahoma City, 1950. They followed the path of E.B. Rideout~ a former U.S.
Weather Bureau forecaster, who was broadcasting the weather on radio as
early as 1923 and who Leep calls the "father of weathercasting.")
Taft's last weather forecast on KXAS-TV wal) on August 30, 1991. An
AMS Bulletin obituary tersely noted: "His weathercasts were always
scientifically oriented and highly educational."4 At the time of his death~ Taft
was the longest-serving weathercaster at a single station in the United States,
forty-two years having passed since his first broadcast on WBAP-TV in 1949.5
Taft's protege and successor as chief meteorologist at KXAS-TV, David
Finfrock, said he remained fiercely dedicated to the end:
"In late Augu!\t, scarcely more than a month before his death, Harold
was still working. There was no quit in him. I remember days when he
would do the 5 p.m. broadcast. Then, exhausted from the effort, he went
back into the weather office and laid down on the floor for 20 or 30 minutes
to regain his strength, while I prepared the maps for the 6 p.m. !\how. Harold
went back on at 6 p.m., and the viewers at home had no idea what he was
goi ng through to continue on the air."'"
J.M. Dempsey is an assistant pmfes.wr in the University ofNorth Texas Department fJt"Journalism
and Mayborn Graduate Institute ofJournalism.
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In 1992, Taft posthumously received the AMS Award for Outstanding
Service by a Broadcast Meteorologist, one of the organization's highest
honors, "in recognition of his wannth as a broadcaster and professionalism as
a forecaster." And yet, Bob Henson, the author of Television Weathercasting:
A History, acknowledges, "It seems as if Harold didn't quite get his due."7
Finfrock acknowledges that Taft never received the national acclaim that
other weathercasting pioneers received. "One reason was that Harold always
thought of himself as a scientist, not as a television personality. As a result, he
never did much promotion. I'm sure if he had spent his career in New York or
LA, he would have gained a lot more national attention for his incredible
career."lf
Based on an interview with Taft recorded for the purpose of a thesis in
1982, contemporary interviews. correspondence with Taft associates, and
other historical documents, this paper covers the early development of
television weathercasting and one of its foremost trailblazers.
Development of AMS Seal
As television emerged as a powerful force late in the 1940s and early in
the 1950s, meteorologists became alarmed at what they were seeing on the air
for entertainment's sake. For example, a forecaster in Nashville gave the
forecast in rhyme ("Rain today and rain tonight. tomorrow still more rain in
sight"), and in New York, midnight viewers saw a woman in a short nightgown
give the forecast as she tucked herself into bed. Another New York station had
a "weather lion." Several stations had puppets who gave the weather forecast. 9
As Francis K. Davis commented in TV Guide in July 1955: "We think
many TV 'weathermen' make a caricature of what is essentially a serious and
scientific occupation, and help foster the notton that forecasters merely grab
forecasts out of a fishbowl."'o
Even the U.S. Weather Bureau, renamed the National Weather Service in
1967,11 seemed to hold television weathercasting in low regard. As Davis
wrote: "It is my impression and experience that the Weather Bureau looked
with some distaste at private professional meteorologists invading the field of
radio and television broadcasting in the late 1940s and early 1950s. It was a
tough and prolonged struggle for radio and television professionals during that
period to get direct access to teletypewriter reports and other weather
information."12
The American Meteorological Society was sufficiently alarmed over the
"aggravating presence of some objectionable television weather programs"!)
that it in January 1954 established an ad hoc committee on radio and television
composed of leading broadcast weather forecasters to survey the current state
of broadcast weather forecasting and to make recommendations to improve its
quality. Harold Taft was a member of the committee, along with its chairman,
Davis - then a young physics faculty member at Drexel University in Philadel-
phia and a part-time weather broadcaster with WFIL-TV - Fidler, Allen,
Youle, Eugene Bollay, and Richard Reed. The committee submitted its report
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in May 1955. It contained nine recommendations, including the creation of the
Seal of Approval and a program of publicity on the advantage of having a
professional meteorologist present the weather reports on television and
radio. 14
Taft then served on the AMS Committee on Radio and Television - the
designation of ad hoc was dropped - again chaired by Davis, and whose other
members included Allen, Bollay, Fidler, and Ed Vernon. On the committee's
recommendation in a report submiued in October 1956, the AMS accepted the
Seal of Approval program. The committee submitted its final report, dealing
entirely with recommendations for the Seal program, in April 1957. 15
The AMS then fanned the Board on Radio and Television Weather-
casting, chaired by another Texan, University of Texas assistant professor of
meteorology and KTBC (Austin) television and radio weather forecaster
Kenneth lebo. Taft, Bollay, and Vernon were not appointed to the board. The
board was established to set up procedures for reviewing applicants for the
Seal. The procedures were announced in November 1957 at a national meeting
of the AMS in College Station and at a national AMS meeting in New York
City in January 1958. 16
Davis, Fidler, Jehn. and Kinnan, who was named to the AMS Board on
Radio and Television Weathercasting, later were named honorary recipients of
the AMS Television Seal ofApproval. Lawrence R. Mahar of the U.S. Weather
Bureau, who also served on the AMS weathercasting board, received an
honorary Radio Seafof Approval. None of the others who served on the ad hoc
committee or the Committee OIfRadio and Television received the AMS Seal
of Approval, honorary or otherwise. 17
Seal of Approval Criteria
Davis said that much of the work on the criteria for the Seal of Approval
was done by the committees on which Taft served. But the Board of Radio and
Television Weathercasting established the procedures for awarding the Seal of
Approval. IS The board determined that the Seal would be awarded to weather-
casters who were profes!;ional members of the American Meteorological
Society and "whose weather programs consistently provide technically correct
weather information in an entertaining way."19 Specific criteria included: infor-
mational value, audience interest, educational value, and professional attimde.
Members of the board and selected reviewers in the weathercaster's
geographical area evaluated the applicants. Weathercasters were required to
renew their Seal of Approval on an annual basis "on condition that the circum-
stances under which (he Seal was awarded initially have not changed
adversely."20
Taft's Attitude Toward AMS Seal of Approval
Why djd Taft, so prominent from the earliest days of television weather
forecasting and directly involved in creating the AMS Seal of Approval, never
seek the Seal for himself? One explanation is offered by Finfrock. "He was in
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the minority in thinking that the Seal should be reserved for weathercasters
with at least a B.S. in meteorologYl" Finfrock said. "He felt that the rules were
too watered down. One of the first to obtain the new AMS Seal back in the' 60s
was [a weathercaster at a rival station] with no rea' weather background.
Harold was furious, and decided he would not even bother to apply for the
Seal. And when I started here in 1975 and [KXAS-TV meteorologist] Scott
Chesner in 1980, we received no encouragement from Harold to get a Seal.
And we never have [sought the Seal]."21 When Taft was asked about the former
rival in 1982, he replied: "He's not a weathercaster, he just parroted the
Weather Bureau."22
Davis, the chairman of the committee that recommended the Seal,
remembers that Taft argued for stricter requirements, and, out of frustration,
may have decided not to apply for the new Seal. "Some of us [including Taft]
had received professional training at the college level. A lot of people rwartime
meteorologists) got their training in the service, as observers, and had no
academic credits and no degrees, but felt they were capable of doing a weather
program, and I think they were," Davis said. "Harold may have felt, 'Who
needs it?'" Davis, now Drexel University professor emeritus of physics, said
Taft remained active with the AMS and presented several papers at
convocations. Davis said Taft's position on stricter requirements for the Seal
of Approval "spoke for itself' about his devotion to professionalism. 23
Leep offered this brief comment on Taft's apparent disdain for the Seal he
helped to establish: "While I knew and admired Harold, for reasons ofhts own
he had little association with the professional society or its programs."24
Taft's friend with the National Weather Service, retired forecaster-in-
charge Dick Lyle, recalled that although Taft maintained a weather-consulting
business on the side, he never opted to become a certified consulting
meteorologist through the AMS. "He didn't need it," Lyle said. "He didn't see
any justification to pay the AMS a yearly fee for that recognition when he had
it [public recognition] already. I suspect it was the same situation [with the
Seal of Approval] ."2<
Writing in the AMS Bulletin in August 1964, Jehn seemed to acknowl-
edge the disaffection of Taft and other professional weather broadcasters. He
referred to "what appears to be a noticeable reluctance on the part of some
known professional meteorologists on radio and television to apply for the
Seal of Approval. Failure to do so is evidence of disinterest or disapproval."26
Weather broadcasting historian Bob Henson observed: "No formal prereq-
uisite exists for every hopeful weather anchor. That openness has brought
about a great diversity of weathcrcasters; it has also produced consternation in
those who would prefer a higher standard."~7
Some of Taft's comments in the interview in 1982 may provide insight
into his attitude. Taft said of a competitor: "He's not a meteorologist. He
doesn't know the physics of the atmosphere, and why things happen. He
second guesses the Weather Bureau. If he were a professional I would pay
some attemion to him, I would respect his opinion, but he's not. I'm sure he's
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a nice guy ... , I don't pay any attention to him."2~ Finfrock recalled, "One thing
that really raised his ire was when he saw a 'weather clown' on another
station."19
The AMS originally stipulated that Seal applicants be eligible for full
membership in the Society. That normally would require at least a bachelor's
degree in atmospheric science, but an exception would permit a weathercaster
with five years of work but without a degree to receive the Seal of Approvapo
Although the requirements were further loosened during the 1970s out of
concern for the relatively low number of applicants,31 the basic four criteria for
the AMS Seal of Approval remain as they were in 1957.32
While Taft's devotion to strict standards is admirable, it seems the Seal
program achieved its goal of improving the quality of television weather-
casting, with occasional exceptions. lehn expressed his concern when only
forty-six television Seals had been granted by mid-19M.)] But by 1999, more
than 900 television Seals and 150 radio Seals had been granted.J4 Davis, who
as a young Navy man served on the meteorological team for the Nonnandy
invasion in World War II, is convinced the AMS Seal of Approval program has
had a positive impact on weather broadcasting. "It couldn't do anything but
make it better. It was pretty bad in those days," he said. "For ex.ample, in the
Philadelphia area, when I started exhibiting the Seal of Approval, the other
stations were eager to get in on the deal. One of them went out and found
Wally Kinnan. It's not uncommon to have a professional meteorologist now."35
Surveys made in the years following the creation of the Seal of Approval
program showed that the average rating of television weathercasters who are
meteorologists are somewhat higher than those of nonmeteorologists, and that
viewers are concerned with professionalism and tune in to a certain forecaster
because "he knows what he is talking about."36
One measure of the success of the Seal of Approval program has been
increased stature for weather broadcasters. Leep wrote: "Probably the most
gratifying example of AMS membership recognition and support of weather-
casting was when Robert Ryan, weathercaster at WRC-TV, Washington, D.C.,
was elected president of the AMS in J994 - the first weathercaster to hold that
position."Ji
Taft And His Fellow Pioneers
Taft must be considered a weathercasting pioneer. "Weather Telefacts,"
his WBAP-TV program, went on the air on Halloween in 1949, within a year
of the boom in 1948 that vaulted the new medium into the mainstream of
American life. TafL was one of a generation of military meteorologists from
World War II who created the genre of television weather forecasting after the
war.3B After graduating from Phillips University in Oklahoma with degrees in
mathematics and physics, Taft served in the u.s. Army Air Corps during
World War U, in the U.S. Air Force in the Korean War, and received graduate
meteorological training at the University of Chicago through the Air Force
Technical Institute for Meteorology.39,40 He continued to serve in the military
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as a member of the Air National Guard~ reaching the rank of colonel, until his
retirement from the Guard in 1976.41
Taft went to work for American Airlines as a meteorologist in 1946. He
and two fellow American Airlines meteorologists, Bob Denny and Walter
Porter, approached WBAP-TV with the idea for "Weather Telefacts" in 1949.
"We thought it would be a good idea to use the briefing techniques that we
used for pilots during the war for television, because it was a natural medium
for it," he recaJled.42
Taft said he learned everything he knew about presenting the weather
while briefing pilots in World War II. "We would put a map up, we'd show 'em
what the weather was, what it was going to be at the target, and what they'd
expect when they returned. We gave 'em a briefing. Same thing we do today
[on television]," he said.4J
Television weathercasting being in its infancy, Taft had never seen
weather presented on TV, but that was no hindrance. "I felt I didn't need
anything to go by. Give me a map, a piece of chalk, and a stick and I'll tell you
about the weather," he o.;aid. "Our basic philosophy hasn't changed. We've
dropped the stick and we've got colored maps.."44
WBAP-TV quickly agreed to the idea for the program. 'L'hey made us a
set. We used a green chalkboard for a weather map, which we used for five or
six years, I guess. We printed everything in chalk," Taft remembered. Taft
worked only part-time for WBAP-TV, and was paid $7 a day until he resigned
his American Airlines position in 1964.45
Although at least one book asserts that "Weather Telefacts" was the
nation~s first television weather program, other sources refute that claim. Jim
Fidler, who had established a reputation as a radio weathercaster, broadcast
weather forecasts on an experimental TV station in Cincinnati as early as
1940.46 Fidler wrote an article in the AMS Bulletin about his early television
weathercasting experiences starting in 1947 over the old DuMont network
under the auspices of the U.S. Weather Bureau.47 Fidler later hosted the
weather on the original "Today" show.~ Nash Roberts, Louis Allen, and
Francis Davis all began television weathercasting in 1948.49
The weather broadcasters of the 19408 and 1950s literally invented a new
genre on the air. "The weathennan must present a pleasing, interesting, and
informative picture of the weather," Fidler wrote. «His presentation must be
audibly coherent~ as well as. smooth to watch. The pictorial representation
must be kept clear and simple."50 In another article, Fidler laid out the principle
of simplicity in weathercasting: 'This new technique brings to the listener a
complete resume of the weather over a wide area of the country in tenus that
are commonplace. To be sure~ fronts are mentioned, but only as 'the leading
edge of the cold air,' or, 'where the winds shift from southwest to
northwest.'''SI But Taft seemed to take issue with any move to present the
weather in anything other than a strictly scientific fashion. ''The symbols that
we use on our weather maps are the same that we use in the Air Force if we're
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briefing the commanding general of SAC [the Strategic Air Command] or the
ones that we brief airline pilots with, or the one's that you see on the weather
bureau charts," he said. 52 While not referring specifically to Taft, historian
Henson addressed the Taft style of weathercasting when he wrote: "The influx
of military men doing weather ... gave much of television weather of the late
1940s and early 1950s a serious, fonnal tone. If some of those early styles now
seem dry and pedantic, they were impressive in their devotion to presenting
weather with no frills attached."s~ Some of the discussions between Taft and
Louis Allen when both served on the AMS Committee on Radio and
Television must have been interesting, considering this excerpt from a 1949
article: "Climaxing the 5-minutes of weather is what Allen calls a 'doodle' of
tomorrow's forecast ... This time, it develops into a picture of two boys on
swings, with a schoolhouse in the background."s4
Taft was in the vanguard of the new genre, and "Weather Telefacts"
certainly is well-established as the first television weather program in TexasS5,
and, perhaps, as the Fort Worth Star- Telegram, the original parent company of
WBAP-TV claimed, the first in the South.56
The Star-Telegram also maintains that WBAP-TV was the ftrst television
station in the world to house a fully-equipped weather station in its studios,
although the newspaper's "world's first" claim i~ not documented. The article
described the weather station as consisting of remote-controlled electronic
instruments mounted in an outside building and on the roof. The instruments
provided readouts on large dials in the studio, clearly visible to the viewers,
and showed temperature, relative humidity, wind direction and velocity, and
barometric pressure. The Bendix-Freize Corporation furnished a number of
the instruments. \7 "We got the first radar in this part of the country," Taft said.
"We put in the remote sensing weather equipment that we use to this day,
which was 25 years ahead of its time."58
Television weatherca~ting was an immed.iate hit. Here are some excerpts
from letters sent to Allen at WNBW-TV in Washington, D.C., in 1948: "Before
you came along, we used to take the weather for granted--never gave
tomorrow's weather a second thought. But now!! We actually find ourselves
worrying whether or not the fronts you describe will move on Washington or
whether winds, etc., will intercept in time" _.. "All our neighbors gather
'round our TV set every evening just to see you.. ,. Our plans from day-to-day
depend on your predictions."3Y
Taft's and his partner's weather broadcasts over WBAP also were
received enthu~iastically. even if the public sometimes showed confusion
about just who was responsible for what was seen. A rancher went into a Fort
Worth department store and asked to buy: " ... a good, big television set. I just
want to see one thing - that weather program you all put out every night."60
A Star-Telegram article noted that ranchers, farmers, pilots, vacationers,
bus travelers, hunters, and fishermen had written their appreciation of the
weather broadcasts.61 Taft basically knew nothing but praise from the viewing
audience. "In the 33 years I've been here, I could count on both hands the
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number of nasty letters I have received, and give you some fingers back," he
said.~2
An example of Taft's rapport with the viewers was the "Weather
Watchers" feature he started at WBAP-TV. Because rainfall amounts were so
variable within the viewing area, Taft recruited more than 200 viewers in
thiny-six counties to provide precipitation reports from their home towns.63
'The [official] reports of rainfall come from the airport," he said, "and nobody
that I knew lived out there. I wanted to get a better reading of the rainfall
around here because I know that it's not homogeneous or uniform. I also
figured that if I can mention your little town or your neighborhood, you're
going to listen to me."64
Taft was so successful in launching the weather programming at WBAP-
TV that two other stations, KRLD-TV (now KDFW) and WFAA-TV asked
him to help set up their own weather operations. "So from early 1950 till the
fall of 1951, • was in charge of all three stations' weather programs," he
recalled.65 He hired and trained the competing stations' weather forecasters,
including KRLD's Warren Culbertson, who was among the tifteen men to
receive the first earned AMS Television Seals of Approval in January 1960,66
and of whom Taft spoke admiringly.li7
Taft's strict adherence to meteorological professionalism was always
expressed in his on-the-air presentation. "We use alJ conventional symbols. We
don't use the little smiley faces or the sparkles and that kind of crap that people
use," he said. Taft also refused to wear makeup on the air, even though station
management asked him to reconsider. "I told them I don't have time to mess
with it. If I've got dirty fingernails, people know I'm working," he said. tiR
Taft taught the same down-to-earth values to the young meteorologists
who eventually succeeded him at KXAS-TV. "One important lesson I learned
from Harold was, 'Before you go on the air, always look outside the window,'"
Finfrock said. "Your instruments may tell you one thing, but the weather
changes rapidly. Always trust your eyes. The biggest lesson from Harold was
that meteorology is a science, not entertainment:' Finfrock said. "He was
really firm about taking the weather seriously. Harold always said that the
weather in Texas is no laughing matter."1>9
Recognizing the interest among the public, Taft and his fellow KXAS-TV
meteorologist Ron Godbey published a book, Texas Weather, in 1975, cover-
ing many of the commonly asked questions about the notoriously changeable
and often violent weather in the state.70
Taft took great pride in formulating his weather forecasting himself from
readings taken from WBAP-TV's instruments and from data provided by the
National Weather Service. ". do here, by myself, what the National Weather
Service does with about 17 people," he said. Taft had little respect for
television forecasters who did not do the same. "They all fall into the same
trap," he said. "After they've been doing it for three or four years, they begin
to think that they know more about it than the professionals do. And I hear
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some of the damnedest explanations that you've ever heard in your life coming
off the rube, even today. Just makes you cringe."71
Taft liked to compare notes with the National Weather Service. "As
meteorologists, we talked on almost a daily basis," Lyle recalled. "He wanted
to know what was our forecast going to be. Sometimes he would question our
reasoning. We'd both rethink our positions, and usually come to the same
conclusion. He worked more closely with the National Weather Service than
any other [television] forecaster," Lyle said. "Very seldom did we get a can
from anyone else."71
Taft's devotion to meteorology led him to promote a program to teach the
subject in the local schools. "1 figured that the best way to educate peopJe was
to educate them through the schools. So I encouraged the schooJs to start
teaching meteorology and I furnished the teachers with materials. Now, I think
starting in the third grade and going through the seventh grade. there are two
times a year when they have a weather section in science and social studies. I
made some films for the Dallas school system, and they're still in their library,
one on lightning, one on tornadoes," he recalled. 7)
Taft's orientation toward scientific professionalism would be very rare in
broadcasting today. "I'm not really concerned about the ratings. That's
somebody else's worry ... They an run around here and shake their heads, but
I don't pay any attention to it," he said. "I know that people are interested in
the weather, [and] they've always been interested in the weather. I simply want
to tell them to the best of my knowledge what it is and what it's going to be."74
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ANTEBELLUM PLANTERS:
Communities of Kinship on the Cotton Frontier
by Carolyn Earle Billinp,sley
Robert Calvert was an antebellum cotton planter. He was born in 1802 in
Tennessee and died in Texas in 1867. He made three major relocations in his
lifetime, ever pushing to the edges of the cotton frontier and broadening the
base of hi s prosperity, yet always remaining a part of a network of kin. Calvert
was a staunch Cumberland Presbyterian, a legislator in two states, a county
judge, and a prime mover in bringing the railroad to his area, but perhaps
above aU, Robert Calvert was a family man. The primacy of kinship ties was
so wen integrated into his life, he probably would be dumbfounded that
kinship might be considered as a separate category of historical analysis. In
this paper, Calvert's life experiences will be explicated as fully as possible to
demonstrate the effect and the place of kinship ties on a fairly typical
antebellum Southern planter.' These family bonds and obligations were
imbedded, not only in everyday life, but also in the legal, political, social, and
economic worlds of antebellum planters. Although kinship was not the only
determinant of planters' actions or even the primary influence, no aspect of
antebellum planters' lives can be explained fully without taking bonds of
kinship into consideration.
Historians employ a variety of approaches to understand the dynamics of
the lives of antebellum Southerners. Some gather statistics from census
records and tax rolls; others interpret diaries, letters, and manuscript
collections. Some study the entire region of the South, while others focus on a
particular state, county, or other geographical division. There are studies
scrutinizing the rural South and the urban South. Others examine Southerners
through the prism of class, race, or gender: there are studies of planters, plain
folk, hill people~ slaves, women, and the middle class, to name but a few. Still
others interpret the South based on a statistical analysis of an aggregate of
individuals. 2
Within each of these approaches, scholars have debated many aspects of
antebellum Southern life from social, political, economic, and religious
perspectives, but they often have failed to utilize adequately a crucial element
acting upon many, if not all, of the issues at stake. That mi<;sing element is
kinship. Although some scholars have integrated limited aspects of kinship
into their studies, none have done so in the depth normally employed by family
historians. It is this genealogically oriented, more detailed - and more difficult
- family history that ean yield another facet of understandi ng to
historiographical issues of the antebellum South. As Orville Vernon Burton
and Robert C. McMath, Jr., have stated, "the place to begin understanding the
Old South is in the communiLies and families - the particular web of social
relationships - within which most of antebellum Southerners lived out their
lives." Moreover, one of the reasons the nineteenth-century South has been and
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will continue to be a fruitful field of study is because that era "affords the last
opportunity for examination of traditional community life in America."] In
many ways, the community and even the nation are merely family writ large.4
Recently some historians have begun to examine kinship groups and to
weigh the importance of family on the lives and actions of antebellum
Southerners. Mo~t often, however, when family has been examined as a factor,
investigators have not taken the concept far enough or had a sufficiently broad
definition of family. "Family" in antebellum Southern society often went
beyond the nuclear family to include a range of kin with flexible and changing
boundaries adapted to individual circumstance, and it extended particularly to
siblings and the familie~ of siblings. lntennamage between families, sibling
exchange,S and marriage between cousins often strengthened extranuclear
family ties that may seem tenuous to modern sensibilities.
One researcher who has begun a reinterpretation of kinship in the
anrebellum South is Jane Turner Censer, She posited that the primary
impediment to western migration by elite North Carolinians tempted by the
"almost unparalleled economic opportunities" in the West "was the threat to an
in~titution they highly prized - the family, especially the extended family.
Generally they decried the attenuation of kinship ties that migration would
cause." It seems evident that the family was just as important to the Calvert-
Keesee kinship group studied here a~ it wa~ to Censer's North Carolina
planters; rather than eschewing emigration, however, the Calvert-Keesee
group demonstrates that many planters largely kept the family intact by
migrating as a group. On the other hand, Censer found that when migrations
did take place, although economics rather than family may have been the
motivation, the migrations were "built upon a network of friends and family
already established in the West."~ The Calvert-Keesee kinship group can serve
as a prime exemplar of that insight.
Although Censer never actually defined what she considered "family,"
she mentioned only parents, children, and siblings, with only an occasional
reference to "other kin.'" The Calvert-Keesee kinship group demonstrates an
interest and involvement in family beyond parents, children, and siblings.
Censer also noted the pattern of naming children for close relatives within
families and stated that "naming could strengthen ties among family members.
... by the esteem it signified." By bestowing family names upon them,
"children could also carry memories of the past into the future." Even more
importantly, "naming practices firmly placed the infant in the conjugal family
by identifying it with an important relative from a parent's family of origin."8
Study of the Calvert-Keesee kinship group demonstrates how naming patterns
situated children within a web of familial relationships and constantly
broadened the boundaries of kinship.
Robert C. Kenzer examined Southern culture in a fashion similar to that
approached here. His goal was to "describe a fundamental unit which not only
governed the daily lives of Southerners but which tied generations of them
together over time," i.e., the rural neighborhood, to advance "a new framework
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for addressing some of the central issues of nineteenth-century Southern
history." He considered one of these "central issues" to be "the role of families
in shaping Southern culture." In a chapter entitlcd "Kin Over Class," he
concluded that kinship groups had a great significance in reinforcing the
economic and social structure and vice versa, that neighborhoods had a "self-
contained, kin-oriented character" due to the agricultural nature of the county,
and that this "kin-oriented character ... prevented the unequal distribution of
wealth from producing intense social tension."lo It seems plausible, and even
probable, that the many ties demonstrated in this study between Calvert-
Keesee family members mitigated class tensions and reinforced the social
structure as Kenzer surmised.
In some ways Joan E. Cashin is the historian who most closely reinforces
some of the claims presented here. In "The Structure of Antebellum Planter
Families," she postulated a kinship group interaction far beyond the nuclear
family or even the extended family. She, too, established that the nuclear
family has dominated the traditional portrayal of Southern families by
historians but stated that the "borders [of the planter family] were permeable
and its structure was elastic, including many other relatives - aunts, uncles,
nieces, nephews. and cousins [broadly defined]- who were intimate members
of the family" and who "fostered the intense bonds that historians associate
with the nuclear family."ll
Cashin further evidenced the broad scope of kinship when she cited the
cases of Susan B. Eppes and J.W. Calvert, who had sixty-one and over sixty
first cousins respectively.'2 When cousins to the second and third degree are
added to kinship groups already including these first cousins, siblings, and
aunts and uncles, the scope of such groups becomes huge and hard to dismiss
as a contributory factor in shaping Southern history. Even the limited
genealogy presented herein reveals a complex web of family relationships and
the impact of those relationships on members of the extended family.
Cashin stated forcefully in her conclusion:
Historians should discard assumptions about the nuclear structure of the
antebellum planter family and investigate further the nature of relationships
among extranuclear kin. The study of such topics as political alliances and
inheritance practices will no doubt yield more evidence of the importance
of these relationships. Distinctions between nuclear relatives and other
kinfolk were much less pronounced than scholars have assumed. Many
individuals whom historians have considered to be marginal figures in the
larger kinship network were actually significant members of the family. 13
After those promising initial insights into kinship, Cashin seemed to have lost
her way_ In the book that followed, A Family Venture, she erected premises of
planter family life that are contradicted by the evidence compiled here. On the
antebellum cotton frontier, she asserted, "[t]he planter family wa., reduced to
its nuclear core," Young men, according to Cashin, migrated specifically "in
search of manly independence," in an effort to extricate themselves from the
restricting bonds of kinship - "to be independent of the family rather than
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submerged in it." The men in her constructed scenario were dictatorial, spoiled
children who roamed the frontier countryside freely and reveled in their
independence while restricting their womenfolk to home and hearth and
refusing them visits to and from friends and kin. 14
In the following study of one antebellum planter and his family, lhc
nature of planter family kinship ties on the cotton frontier is examined. A
genealogical approach to the research uncovers a greater depth to the family
than is revealed by typical historical research. Although family relationships
had an impact on virtually all facets of life, this paper primarily empha~izes
their effects on patterns of migration and relocation.
The focal point of this kinship group is Robert Calvert, born on February
19, 1802, near Wartrace, now Bedford County, Tennessee, the son of WiHiam
and Lucy (Rogers) Calvert. His paternal grandfather immigrated to
Winchester, now Frederick County, Virginia, from Ireland, and later moved to
Tennessee. 15 His motherts family was English. He and his family were 5cot-
Irish Cumberland Presbyterians. 16
When Calvert was a boy, his parents moved to Bibb County, Alabama,
probably drawn by the fertile lands in the Black Warnor River Valley. The
Creeks and the Choctaws had been forced to cede lands in this area between
1814 and 18 16, the Territory of Alabama had been created in 1817, and both
Tuscaloosa and Bibb counties had been created in 1818. 17 Tuscaloosa sat at the
head of the Black Warrior River, a major transportation route from upper
Alabama to the Alabama-Tombigbee rivers, which drained into Mobile Bay on
the Gulf of Mexico. Tuscaloosa became a principal market for cotton, since it
could then be transported by steamboat via the river. Cotton prices were
extremely high after the War with 1812, reaching their peak about 1819. This
propelled many planters such as the Calverts and Keesees toward the virgin
soil of the newly opened tenitory of Alabama. ls
In Tuscaloosa County, contiguous to Bibb, on August 28, 1823, Calvert,
age twenty-one, married Mary "Polly" Keesee, age fifteen. In a classic
example of what historians call "sibling exchange," Robert's sister Mary had
married his wife's brother, Milton Keesee, that same year. l9 The Keesees
would play an important rolc in Calvert's life. His wife Mary (Keesee) Calvert
was born October 11, 1807, in Sumner County, Tennessee, and her brother,
and Robert's brother-in-law, Milton Keesee, was born on August 31,1799, in
South Carolina~ they were among the eight known children born to Thomas
Keesee, Sr., and Mary (McKnight) Keesee. Milton and Mary's father Thomas
Keesee was born about 1778 in Virginia, the son of George and Agnes (Terry)
Keesee. When Thomas was about ten years of age, the family relocated to
South Carolina, where Thomas married Mary McKnight in 1796.20
Sometime between 1801 and 1804, Thomas, Mary, their three small
children, including Milton, Thoma.<.;'s parents George and Agnes Keesee, and
various members of the Keesee and McKnight kinship groups, moved to the
Cumberland River Valley in Sumner County, Tennessee. Although little is
known about the family during their residence in Tennessee, George Keesee's
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will, written and probated in 1825, reveals that he raised cotton, tobacco, and
wheat on his 570-acre "plantation" and that at the time of his death he had
horses, cows, sheep, hogs, and oxen, a riding carriage for his wife, a gun,
assorted furniture, equipment, and tools, as well as a cotton gin, and fifty
slaves to be distributed to his heirs.2l The Kecsees obviously had moved into
the planter class by the time of George's death in 1825, if they had not done
so previously.
On January 3, 1825, a year and a half after his marriage, Robert Calvert
made his first purchase of land in Tuscaloosa County. The same day, a Lucy
Calvert, probably Robert's mother, purchased land nearby~ and between 1825
and 1835 his father-in-law, Thomas Keesee, Sr., and many of his brothers-in-
law, bought government land in the same vicinity.22 There were probably
several factors pushing the family from Tennessee and pulling them to the new
location in Alabama: Thomas's father had left the family plantation to his
oldest son, rather than parceling it out in units too small to be profitable among
all of his children; Thomas and his family were no doubt ready to seek new
Iands for raising cotton; and the Panic of 1819 may have introduced an
economic incentive to ~tart anew. Thomas had been a soldier in the War of
1812 and perhaps he, like many of the early settlers in Alabama, had seen these
lands during the war.2.1
During Robert and Mary Calvert's residence in Alabama, their children
were born. About 1826, a son William was born and named for his paternal
grandfather. About two years later came a daughter, Lucy Ellen, named for her
paternal grandmother. Next came Paulina Jane,24 and finally, about 1834,
another daughter, Mary M., most lIkely named for her mother.2~
By 1836 the Ca1verts and the Keesees were ready to move yet again, no
doubt driven by some of the same push-pull factors that had effected their
earlier move from Tennessee to Alabama - a desire for soil that had not yet
been depleted by cotton in the new state of Arkansas, where land was cheap,
as well as the impetus provided by the worsening economy_ Although there
had been an upsurge in cotton prices in 1825, they began a steady decline to
about ten cents a pound, which was the borderline between profitability and
unprofitability for planters_ Prices remained low for several years, creating a
depression in Alabama that became nationwide in scope by 1837.26
The Calverts and Ke-csccs were part of a much larger migration to
Arkansas and westward in general in this period. Tn 1836, the year the kinship
group began its relocation, public land sales in Arkansas and in the United
States were at their highest point, with a million acres and twenty million
acres, respectively, moving from the public to the private domain. Despite this
land boom, in 1840 only one-third of all taxpayers in Arkansas owned land -
and the Calvert-Keesee kinship group were members of this minority.27
Calvert and his brother-in-law Milton Keesee arrived in Saline County,
Arkansas, in 1836 and began buying land. They were evidently acting as
advance scouts or agents for the rest of the family; the bulk of the kinship and
community group followed in 1837, with another wave of settlers from
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Tuscaloosa and Bibb counties in 1841.28 The following article purports to be
about the migration in 1841 of these Alabamians to Saline County, Arkansas,
and, although the sources for this article are not documented, it provides
important insights into both the conditions that led to the migration as well as
the route taken:
In the early days, if things got very bad economically, folks were
likely to hitch up and move on and things were extraordinarily bad in 1841.
[B]y 1837, General Jackson had become President Jackson, and [his]
quarrel wilh the National Bank kicked off a panic which eventually
dislodged many people from lhe very land which his wartime victories had
opened up for them. Collapse of the commodities markets followed on the
heels of financial panic, and many farmeri') found themselves strapped.
So wagon trains began to fonn and move westward, leaving lhe land
in many cases for creditors, tax collectors, and others to fight over. Stretched
to the we~t was always new land for a fresh start in those days.
In the fall of 1841 such a wagon train left Bibb County bound for
Arkansas Territory [sic, Arkansas became a state in 1836] and that new
chance. One of its organizers was Elder Joab Pratt, one of the most energetic
early Baptist preachers ever to ride horseback ....
When economic disaster struck in 1841, Elder Pratt gathered stricken
families from his several congregations and set out. Only sketchy facts are
known about lhe treek [sic] to Arkansas, but the wagons headed southwest
instead of northwest. ... Possibly lhey followed the old salt trail which early
settlers used to use when going to Louisiana for salt.
In any case, they did go to mid-Louisiana and then headed north.
Pushing up through Louisiana, they came to the cnd of any sort of road at a
point just below the Arkansas border. This point in Union Parish, Louisiana,
is still known locally as Alabama Landing. From there, the emigmnts and
the slaves they had brought along with them had to hack their way through
what is now Union County, Arkansas. As they went, they noted that the soil
was extraordinarily rich. But their destination was Saline [County], many
miles to the north. and they continued their slow progress until they reached
there by which time it was probably early spring and time to clear for their
first crop. 29
In 1840 Calvert was enumerated on the Saline County census, in Saline
Township, with his wife, three daughters, a son, and thirty slaves. He was the
second largest slave owner in the county, after his father-in-law, Thomas
Keesee, Sr., who owned thirty-one slaves. Other members of the kinship group
living in the same county and enumerated as heads of household included:
Calvert's brothers-in-law Milton Keesee, Thomas Keesee, Jr., George Keesee,
and Benjamin Clardy; Edward Calvert, a relative whose relationship is not
clear; nephews by marriage George West Murphy, Jacob Leech, and James
Moore; and future son-in-law G.W. Rutherford. In fact, of the 397 ~lave~ in
Saline County in 1840, members of this kinship group owned 123. Eight men
out of a total white population of 2061 owned over thirty percent of the slave
population in the county.30
The men of the Calvert-Keesee kinship group were respected in the
county, as is evinced by the positions of authority they held. Calvert's brother-
in-law, Benjamin Clardy, who had married Thomas Keesee's daughter Agnes
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in Alabama, was captain of the township slave patrol in 1837 - an organization
of men appointed by the county court to keep the slave population under
control. The patrol that year also included Clardy's son-in-law James Moore
- or perhaps the father of his son-in-law, also named James Moore. On April
9, 1840, Rohert Calvert and brothers-in-law Benjamin Clardy and Thomas
Keesee, Jr., were appointed to the slave patrol for Saline Township. Less than
a year later, Calvert was appointed overseer of the third division of the Military
Road by the court, and on January 22, 1841, he was re-appointed to the Saline
Township company of patrols, along with nephews James Moore and George
West Murphy. It certainly made sense for many of this kinship group to serve
as patrollers, since they constituted the largest group of slaveholders in the
area.31 In 1842, George W. Rutherford, who became Calvert's son-in-law the
next year, was elected to a two-year tefm as Saline County sheriff. Calvert was
elected Saline County representative to the Arkansas state legislature in 1842,
serving two years, and in 1846 and 1848 was elected and served as Saline
County judge.32
Although no explicit evidence exists to indicate that kinship ties assisted
Calvert's political career, several studies demonstrate the importance of family
networks in similar circumstances. In the antebellum South, where public
institutions and organizations were relatively weak or lacking, family often
served as an economic and political power base. As Edward E. Baptist has
demonstrated in his study of a planter kinship group on Florida's. cotton
frontier, "kinship enabled these migrant planters to obtain and then control
access to scarce political, economic, and cultural resources: kinship was
power." The Calvert-Keesee kinship group, like Baptist's Florida planters,
were able to use their unity to create a faction more powerlul than anyone of
them would have been alone. "They knew that power came from the collective
strength of families, bound together in a web of assistance and kinship."33
In 1850 Calvert was again enumerated in Saline County. The value of his
real estate was listed as $7,200. He owned thirty-six slaves in the county and
fifLeen more on loan to his son in Union County; two other slaves had died
within the past year. He owned 500 acres of improved land and 1,900 acres of
unimproved land. He produced seventy-four bales of cotton; that year, only
one other man in the county produced as much cotton. He raised twenty-five
bushels of wheat, fifteen bushels of rye, 4,000 bushels of corn, and 100 bushels
of oats, in addition to hay, peas and beans, potatoes, sweet potatoes, and
barley. His plantation also produced wool, butter, and honey, and he had
horses, mules, oxen, cattle, sheep, and swine, valued at $1,315.14 Calvert was
one of the county's wealthiest and most respected planters.
Robert and Mary Calvert's four children married during their years in
Arkansas. Lucy married George Washington Rutherford on September 2X,
1843. Her sister Paulina married on December 4, 1845, to Joseph Tom Garrett.
Mary and Dr. Petcr H. Smith married on December 26, 1848. Each of the
daughters married in Saline County, but William, the only son, married
Alabama C. Cottingham, the daughter of a prosperous cotton planter, on July
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19, 1849, in Union County, Arkansas, where they resided at the time of the
census of 1850.:;5
The Calvert children continued the tradition of naming patterns when
their children were born. William and Alabama Calvert named their oldest son
for William's father Robert, the oldest daughter for William's mother Mary,
and their second son for Alabama's father Charles. George and Lucy
Rutherford named children for Lucy's father, Robert Calvert, for Lucy's
paternal grandfather William, for Lucy's mother Mary, and for Lucy's sister
Pauline J. Joseph T. and Pauline Garrett named children John T., namesake not
known, Mary for Pauline's mother, and Lucy for Pauline's sister and paternal
grandmother. Dr. Peter and Mary Smith named children Margaret, namesake
unknown, Peter P. for father, Sarah E, namesake unknown, and Robert Calvert
Smith for Mary's father. Naming patterns in other branches of the kinship
group are quite similar.
The late 1840s and early 1850s were a time of transition for most of the
kinship group. Milton Keesee, along with many other family and community
members, left Saline County sometime early in the 1840s and relocated
approximately 100 miles south in Union County, Arkansas. 36 The lands in the
Ouachita River bottoms of Union County had been noted as rich and suitable
for cotton cultivation a decade previously when the Calvcrt~, Keesees, and
others had migrated from Alabama to Saline County, Arkansas." The planters
may also have been influenced by the Panic of 1837, which only began to
affect Arkansas by 1845. Even though the average taxpayer's aggregate
property (total acres of land, numbers of slaves, and head of livestock)
increa.'.;ed between 1840 and 1845, the value of that property declined. ,R
Sometime between 1846 and J850, Milton's father, Thomas Keesee, Sr., also
left Saline County for Union County. Other families who relocated to Union
County in this same period include: those of two daughters of Benjamin and
Agnes (.Keesee) Clardy; Robert Calvert's son William and daughter Lucy
(Calvert) Rutherford; Robert Calvert's brothers~in-law Gideon Keesee and
Thomas Keesee, Jr.; Thomas Keesee, Jr.,'s daughter and son-in-Jaw Ann and
E.H. Hanunond and most of his other grown and minor children; Thomas D.
Keesee; William Calvert - and others too numerous to mention. 39
Shortly after the census was taken in 1850, Robert Calvert, along with his
extended family and slaves, relocated to the rich Brazos River bottoms of
Robertson County, Texas, following his brother-in-law Milton Keesee, who
had once again blazed the traillnto new tenitory for the family after remaining
in Union County, Arkansas, for a few years.
Calvert's "was the first great plantation in the county and it was the best
equipped in all of Texas,"4I'l In 1853, he assessed 2,11] acres of first-class land
on the Brazos River valued at over $6,000, thirty-eight slaves valued at
$19,000, eighteen horses, fifty-fouT head of cattle, and $525 miscellaneous
property, for a total taxable value of $27, 618. Seven years later, in 1860, he
assessed 3,827 acres valued at $38,270, seventy-four slaves valued at $44,400,
thirty-six horses. 202 head of cattle, and other property, for a total taxable
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value of $88,800 - an increase in wealth of well over 300 percent in seven
years."
The town of Sterling grew up in the area around Calvert's plantation in
Robertson County. It was founded about the same time Calvert arrived. Other
members of the kinship group who relocated to Robertson County include
Milton Keesee, Thomas Keesee, Jr., Edward Calvert, James Calvert,
Alexander Calvert, G.W. Rutherford and children, Peter H. Smith, and J.T.
Garrett. Wllliam Wharton was the minister of the Cumberland Pre~byterian
Church and, although not known to be related, had a close association with
Calvert both in Arkansas and in Texas.42 The following members of the kinship
group moved from Arkansas to Texas counties close to Robertson, some
coming first to Robertson before moving on: Ellis County, Texas - Thomas
Keesee, Jr., and Mary M. Quaite (daughter of Robert Calvert, widow of Peter
Smith. now remarried); falls County - Mary (widow of Milton Keesee) and
William Calvert Keesee (son of Milton and Mary); Liberty County - James
Moore; Milam County - Milton Keesee; and Washington County - William
Keesee, Milton Keesee (died in Washington County), and FA. Thomson
(daughter of Milton Keesee).43
In the decade before the Civil War. Calvert prospered and was active on
many fronts. He served one tenn in the Texas legislature in 1853. He was a
champion of the benefits of the railroad. He and two other Robertson County
men contracted with the Houston & Texas Central Railroad to build the grade
and cut ties for the railroad in their area. The Civil War intervened before the
railroad carne to Robertson County, but it was completed in June 1869. In
honor of Calvert's support and advocacy for the railroad, the new town that
became a railroad tennlnal was named. Calvert, although he did not live to see
the railroad extend to his county44 Calvert was also for thirty years a ruling
elder in the Cumberland Presbyterian Church and a Knight Templar in the
Masonic Order. Also members of Pierce Lodge No. 144, A.F&A.M. in the
town of Sterling were other members of the kinship group, including H.D.
Bennett, J.T. Garrett, and William Calvert.4~
Milton Keesee, Robert Calvert's double brother-in-law, so to speak, died
in Washington County, Texas, on March 10, 1860. Although Milton had a wife,
family, and a fairly large estate, Robert Calvert, in applying for letters of
administration on Milton's estate, wrote that "Milton Keesee, at the time of his
decease, had no fixed domicile or place of re~idence: but that he died in
Washington County, having no property of any importance there; and, being at
the time, a non-resident, so far as petitioner is advised, of any county in the
state."4li No explicit evidence ha'\ been found to clarify this puzzling statement.
It is probable, however, since Milton's estate consisted mainly of horses and
mules and, because he left outstanding notes from a variety of locations in
Texas and Louisiana, that he may have been a horse trader who kept on the
move, leaving his wife and son to manage slaves and cotton. And since he had
no set residence, Robert Calvert no doubt found it more convenient to probate
the estate in his own county. Calvert's sons-in-law, IT. Garrett and P.H. Smith,
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posted a $40,000 bond security bond for Calvert as administrator of Keesee's
estate.47 At the time of Milton Keesee's death, he owed over $300 to James
Moore, presumably the husband of Milton's sister Agnes' daughter. Sarah Ann
Clardy, who married a James Moore. He also had borrowed money and bought
a slave on credit from his son William Calvert Keesee in 1859 and 1860: the
debt was outstanding at the time of Milton's death.
At the time of the census for 1860, Milton's wife Mary (Calvert) Keesee
was residing in Palls County, Texa.'\, with her son William Calvert Keesee and
his family, along with her unmarried daughter Nannie C. Keesee. Mary had
considerable property, indicating perhaps that she was now the owner of
record of slaves and land.48 William C. Kec~ee died in 1861.
In 1861 Calvert was a strong supporter of secession, giving "the cause of
the Confederacy very substantial aid, fitting the wagon-trains and supplying
the soldiers with horses and equipments." One of his grandsons - probably
Robert Calvert Rutherford - enlisted in the Confederate Army at the age of
eighteen and died during the war. Calvert's fortunes were damaged badly by
the war, and before he could attempt a complete recovery he died from yellow
fever on September 20, 1867, in Robertson County, upon his return from a
business trip to HOllston.49 Despite the financial setbacks from the war, the
settlement of his estate revealed that he owned real estate in Robertson, Fans,
and Brazos counties, as well as in Houston, appraised at over $30,000, and the
list of claims due the estate totaled over $82,000. 50 His wife Mary "Polly" died
December 16, 1873, in Robertson County, also of yellow fever. Both are
buried in the cemetery at the abandoned townsite of Sterling in Robertson
County.51
After Robert Calvert's death, his extensive estate was divided among his
wife, his surviving children, and his grandchildren. The records of Calvert's
estate reveal the intricate nature of family ties: although Calvert named only
children and grandchildren as heirs, he had property, mostly mules and horses,
in the possession of his brother-in-law Thoma.<,; Keesee in Ellis County, and he
also held a mortgage on property owned by his niece EA. Thompson, Milton
Keesee's married daughter, in Brazos County.
James Calvert was appointed guardian of Robert Calvert's grandson, the
son of his deceased son William, also named Robert Calvert. Robert Calvert
the grandson was educated in Tennessee and New Orleans before dying on
January 4, 1870, at the age of nineteen or twenty. Mary Calvert, widow of
Robert Calvert, Sr., was appointed guardian of her granddaughter and
namesake Mary Calvert, the daughter of William. The third child of William,
Charles Calvert, became the legal ward of his mother, Alabama, who had
remarried and moved to McClennan County, Texas.
Robert Calvert's daughter Mary Smith became a widow in 1861 and
married W.G.L. Quaite on June 6, 1864, in Robertson County. They moved to
Ellis County, Texas - the same county where her mother's brother and family
resided.52
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Robert Calvert's daughter Lucy Ellen Rutherford had died in Arkansas in
1851, and after remarrying and becoming a widower once again, her husband,
G.W. Rutherford, who ran a store in Sterling, Texas, in partnership with his
father-in-law, died in 1858. Their oldest child, Robert Calvert Rutherford, died
before 1867, probably while serving in the Confederate Army. Son William T.
Rutherford was of age when he inherited from his grandfather. Daughter Mary
L Rutherford married a Fort, but died in 1873, and daughter Paulina J.
Rutherford became the legal ward of her aunt and namesake, Paulina J.
Garrett.~3
Robert Calvert's daughter Paulina J. Garrett, her husband J.T., and their
three children remained in Robertson County. After serving in the Confederate
Army, J.T. Garrett assumed many of the roles of the family patriarch after
Robert Calvert's death - probating estates, raising nieces and nephews, and
becoming a prosperous agriculturist.
Robert Calvert and the many family members composing the web of
kinship, which enfolded him, are excellent examples of antebellum Southern
lives rich with close interactions with family, kinfolk, and community. In a
world where a husband could die suddenly and leave a wife and children
alone, where having a baby was hazardous, where political and economic
power were enhanced by family ties, and where it took a group effort to
accomplish many tasks, people needed the security of a network of
relationships - relationships as necessary to their well-being as they were
comforting. Whenever an individual moved further west on the frontier,
seldom did that individual move alone. Antebellum Southerners, plain folk and
planter alike, migrated westward with great frequency, but it was almost never
undertaken by less than a community of people, most of whom belonged to the
same kinship group.
If a more significant role can be shown for kinship groups in the lives of
antebellum Southern planters, these relationships will have to be given more
consideration in future studies. And if the role of kinship groups is shown to
be more significant than previously considered, there will be a new framework
for reassessment and reconsideration of most of the theses of Southern history
taking into account this greater significance. To utilize this framework, a more
family-history oriented research methodology must be employed to reveal the
true depth and breadth of family ties.
The inherent problem in implementing these ideas is the difficulty of
distinguishing extranuclear kin without enlarging the scope of studies over a
much longer span of years. The study of the Calvert-Keesee kinship group
covers approximately seventy years, yet still does not cover a sufficient time
period to make clear many of the extranuclear family connections. There were
many instances on the census schedules, for example, where people with
surnames found in earlier generations of the family were living near identified
members of the kinship group. Also, Alexander Calvert and his three sons
matched the migrations of Robert Calvert from Alabama to Arkansas to Texas.
And although Robert Calvert, only son of Calvert's only son, was placed under
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the guardianship of one of Alexander Calvert's sons, no relationship between
Robert and Alexander has been proven, although the preponderance of the
evidence indicates a fairly close relationship. In all probabil1ty these people
were distantly related, but to prove it requires complex, detailed, time-
consuming research. Without that research, definitive statements about the
importance of extranuclear kin cannot be made authoritatively_
To an even greater extent than today, kinship played a significant role in
the lives of antebellum Southerners. In history, as in life, no person exists in a
vacuum. Every life i& like a tapestry woven of the warp and woof of
relationships and events. To trace any of the threads in Robert Calvert's life
tapestry would lead into a complex interplay with the threads of the live& of
others, and foremost, with the lives of a community of family. There were
many influences - economic, political, religious, and social - shutthng in and
out, weaving the structure of Calverfs life and directing his migrations, but
none were as embedded in his concerns as the attachments of kinship_
Kinship exists in the world as a phenomenal thing, insofar as it is the
concrete relationship of people to one another - relationships defined by ties
of blood or marriage, or created in a legal sense. There are explicit referents
matching terms of kinship; when the tcnn "sister" is invoked, for instance,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the word and a specific person.
Yet, in a more abstract sense, kinship only exists in a noumenal way, somehow
implicit instead of explicit, in the way it is played out in the lives of human
beings. In this sense, it is constructed performatively on the needs and desire
of eaeh individual. These can consist of, but are not limited to, the need or
desire for being part of a group, for approval, for love, for support, for
friendship, for economic facilitation, or for poHtical support. During Robert
Calvert's lifetime he constructed his concept of kinship and family through his
actions - by showing concern for, by being responsible for, by living close to,
and by being involved in the social, religious, economic, and legal lives of his
family. As this study demonstrates, it is apparent that Robert Calvert's
definition of kinship was deep and broad.
Selected Descendants of Thomas Keesee, Sr.
I Thomas Keesee b.1778 d: December 01, 1861
+Mary McKnight? b: 1770-1780 m: Abt. 1796 d: Bef. 1840
2 Milton Keesee b: August 31, 1799 d: March 10, 1860
+Mary Calvert b: June 26, 1806 m: August 04, 1823 d: October II, 1873
3 Thomas D. Keesee b: February 09, 1825 d: August 11, 1859 +Martha
3 William Calvert Keesee b: September 21, 1826 d: June 26, 1861
+Mary F. Bennett b: Abt. 1830 m: Abt. 1848 d: Abt. 1867
3 Jane Hill Keesee b: April 03, 1829
3 Franklin Keesee b: September 16, llB I d: March 17, 1853
3 l2J Lucy Rogers Keesee b: August 13, 1834 d: 1921 +__ Couter
*2nd Husband of [21 Lucy Rogers Keesee: +__ Thomson
3 [3] Mary McKnight Keesee b: December 06, 1836 d: December 06,
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]931 +William H. Garrett m: January 22, 1856
*2nd Husband of [3) Mary McKnight Keesee: +Thomas S. Sims m:
May 07, ]874 d: 1917
3 Nancy "Nannie" Caroline Keesee b: December 16, 1841 d: January
15, 1883
3 infant Keesee b: February 16, 1844 d: February 25, 1844
3 Louise Virginia Keesee b: February] 2, 1846 d: January 28, 1851
2 Mary Keesee b: October 11, 1807 d: December 16, 1873
+Rohert Calvert b: February 09, 1802 m: August 28, 1823 d: September
20, 1867
3 William Calvert b: Abt 1826 d: 1864
+Alabama C. Cottingham b: Abt. 1833 m: July] 9, 1849 d: Aft. 1874
4 Robert Calvert b: Abt 1850 d: January 04,1870
4 Mary Calvert b: Abt, 1852
4 Charles Calvert b: Abt. 1860
3 Lucy Ellen Calvert b: Abt. 1828 d: 1851
+George Wa,loihington Rutherford b: Abt. 1819 m: September 28,
1843 d: October 16, 1858
4 Robert Calvert Rulherford b: Abt. 1844 d: Bef 1867
4 William T. Rutherford b: Abt. 1846
4 Mary L. Rutherford b: April 02,1849 +__ Fort
4 Paulina 1. Rutherford b: Abt. 1851 +J.R. Burt m: September 27,
]877
3 Paulina Jane Calvert
+Joseph Tom Garrett m. December 04, 1845
4 John T. Garrett +AlIie Gray
4 Mary M. Garrett +John H. Drennan
4 [4j Lucy Garrett +George F. Randolph m: May 17, 1871
*2nd Husband of [4] Lucy Garrett: +Scott Field m: June 06, 1878
3 [5] Mary M. Calvert b: Abt. 1834 d: 1889
+Peter H. Smith b: Abt. 1819 m: December 26, 1848 d: November
12, 1861
4 Margaret E. Smith b: Abt. 1850
4 Agnes F. Smith b: Abt. 1854
4 Peter P. Smith b: Abt 1856
4 Sarah F. Smith b: Abt. 1858
4 R.C. Smith b: Abt. January 1860
*2nd Husband of [51 Mary M. Calvert: +W.G.L. Quaite m: June
06. 1864
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lCalvert fits the generally accepted definition of "planter." He was engaged in agricultural
pursuits and owned twenty or more slaves. He never quite made it into the "great planter"
category, a planter with more than 100 slaves - a tiny percentage of southerners.
lSome examples of these categories: Donald Harington, The Architecture of the Arlwnsas
Ozarks (San Diego, New York, and London, 1975) - a novelized social history study of a region;
James C. Cobb, The Most Southern. Place on Earth: The Mississippi Delta and the Ronts of
Regional Identity (New York and Oxford. 1992) - a study of a regional society over time; Adele
Logan Alexander, Amhiguou.~ Lives: Free Women of Color in Rural Georgia, 1789-1879
(Payettevi lie, Ark., 1991) - a study of a social sub-group ina particular milicu; Grady McWhiney,
Crocker Culture: Celtic Ways in the Old South (Tuscaloosa, 1988) - a cultural study of a posited
ethnic group of Southerners; Carol Bleser. ed., In Joy and In Sorrow: Women, Family, and
Marriage in the Victorian South (New York and Oxford, 1991) - a gender-based study; Margaret
Jones Bolsterli, A Remembrance of Eden: Harriet Bullock Daniel's Memorie~' of a Frontier
Plantation in Arwnsas, 1849-1872 (Fayetteville, 1993) - a view of one period, one region, one
family; and S. Charles Bolton, Territorial Ambition: wnd and Society in Arkansas, 1800-1840
(Fayetteville, ]993) - an economic srudy of a state.
'Orville Vernon Burton and Robert C. McMath, Jr., eds., elms, Conflict. and Consensus:
Antebellum Southern Community Studies, Contributions in American History Series, No. 96
(We&tport, Conn., 1982). pp. xiii-xix.
"11le family has been used quite often as a metaphor for the larger society. Tn the absence of
stronger organizational structures in hierarchical antebellum society, the father ill> head of the
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Here follows more of the temporary editor's musings about various pub-
lications, some recent and some not, that may interest East Texa~ historians.
The Triumph & Tragedy of Lyndon Johnson: The White House Years, by
Joseph A. Califano, Jr. (Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College
Station, TX 77843-4354, $17.95), published by Simon and Schuster in 1991,
has been reissued with a new Afterword. Califano grew up in Brooklyn,
attended Harvard, and was working as an assistant to Defense Secretary
Robert McNamara when LBJ decided (0 move him to the White House as
chief domestic advisor in 1965. Until the Johnson Administration ended in
January 1969, Califano helped pass the bulk of LBJ's Great Society
legislation. He describes his work with the "Great 89th" that produced the
most domestic legislation of any Congress before or since. The Afterword,
especially, lists all the ways they changed the way Americans lived more than
any other administration. We read again of the obligatory examples of LBJ's
crudeness that pervades all biographies and accounts of his presidency, but
here, I think, they are presented more lovingly. It is obvious that Califano yet
believes in the sincerity and greatness of his mentor. I agree, and think this a
swell book.
Nancy Beck Young, Wright Patman: Populism, Liberalism, & the Ameri-
can Dream (Southern Methodist University Press, Box 750415, Dallas, Texas
75275-0415, $34.95) published in cooperation with the William P. Clements
Center for Southwest Studies, is an assessment of the political life of one of
our state's and region's most significant twentieth-century congressmen.
Wright represented the northeastern comer of Texas from 1928 until his death
in 1976, long enough to rise to lhe chainnanship of the House Banking
Committee and to ex.ercise a powerful influence over the nation's economy.
To the end an old-fashioned liberal, Patman battled money interests with the
zeal of a true believer - one who believed that the "'little man" needed a friend
in the money market. Young's examination of Patman is balanced and fair.
Spindletop Boom Days, by Paul N. Spellman (Texas A&M University
Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354, $29.95), published in
2000, arrived just in time for the 100th anniversary of the Lucas Gusher
celebrated in Beaumont on January 10, 2001. Simply put, the discovery of the
Spindletop field changed the world. It alone provided a quarter of the nation's
oil production in 1901, and more importantly, shifted the focus of Lhe energy
industry from Pennsylvania and Ohio to Texas and eventually elsewhere along
the Gulf Coast and the Southwest. Spellman weaves many first-person
accounts into his narrative and focuses, appropriately, on individuals in the
great drama. Having lived in Beaumont during my first two decades, I
remember well the fiftieth anniversary of the first Spindletop gusher in 1951.
My best memories are also of individuals. A good example was leather
merchant l.W. Ableman, whom 1 interviewed for the French High School
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newspaper. A lad in 1901, Ableman displayed a fine entrepreneurial spirit by
collecting empty whiskey bottles from behind saloons, filled them with oil
from ditches, and sold them for $1 each to tourists who came to see the oil
well.
Up and Down the Line: The History of the Angelina & Neches River
Railroad, 1900-2000, by Bob Bowman (Best of East Texas Publishers, Box
1647, Lufkin, Texas 75902), is a history of a business begun in 1900 by·" ... an
unlikely., .quartet - a German, an Irish storekeeper, and two Jewish brothers"
(p. 7). That was when Joseph H. Kurth Sr., Simon W, Henderson Sr., and Sam
and Eli Weiner pooled resources to establish a short-line railroad to service
Lufkin's mills and later other industries, including Lufkin Foundry, Southland
Paper, Texas Foundries, and always the Angelina County Lumber Company.
The volume is amply illustrated. Early chapters detail the development of the
railroad in East Texas and the history of the families of the founders of the
Angelina & Neches River Railroad. Bowman develops the story of the line
through this centenary with familiarity that springs from a lifetime of
experience with Lufkin's industrial and business community. Bowman has
become the master of the institutional biography.
The American Reader: Words Than Moved A Nation, edited by Diane
Ravitch (rev. 2nd. ed., Harper Resource, 10 East 53'" Street, New York, NY
10022-5299), does not deal specifically with East Texas but is called to your
attention because sometime you may want to read the Mayflower Compact,
the Declaration of Independence, Washington's Farewell Address, etc. One
never knows when one will have to make a speech to the Rotary Club and such
win come in handy.
Taming Texas: Captain William T. Sadler's Lone Star Service, by Stephen
L. Moore (State House Press, Box 15247, Austin, Texas 78761), is a biography
of a Georgia immigrant and participant in many of the significant events in
mid-nineteenth century Texas. Sadler fought at San Jacinto as a private in a
company of volunteers from Nacogdoches and in such postwar squabbles as
the Cordova Rebellion and the Battle of the Neches. Sadler served in the
Republic's Congress, participated in the '49 gold rush, and even took part in
the Civil War as a member of A.W. Terrell's cavalry unit Moore provides a
good account of the life of this East Texas pioneer fighter-farmer.
Rousing Songs and True Tales ofthe Civil War, by Wayne Erbscn (Native
Ground Music, 109 Bell Road, Asheville, North Carolina 28805-1521)
contains a dozen pages on the role of music in the war, then a narrative on
twenty or so well known songs from the era, with words and music (treble clef,
with guitar chords above the line). You would expect "Dixie" and "The Battle
Hymn," but included also are such comic songs as "Here's Your Mule" and
tear-jerkers such as "Just Before The Battle, Mother." Native Ground Music
also publishes other collections of Civil War music, plus works on the music
of Railroading, Rural America, Kitchen & Kids, Nature & Lore, Old West,
Heart & Soul, and instruction books on how to play banjo, mandolin, and
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guitar. They also market cassettes and CDs with Erbsen and others performing
the music.
A Dollar A Mile, Fifty Cents A Gate, by James G. Taylor, M.D, with Carol
Sanderson (Nortcx Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159, $18.95),
is a delightful account of Dr. Taylor's medical practice in Nacogdoches and his
philosophy of life. Jim Taylor is well known to the citizens of Nacogdoches -
he delivered over 4,000 of them over a period of forty years. Though trained
in obstetrics, he found it more practical to present himself as a general
practitioner in a rural community that offered as much opportunity to set
broken bones and treat illness as it did in assisting with the miracle of birth.
Taylor developed the phrase "dollar a mile" as his fee for house calls as a
useful way to distinguish genuine need for his services, though he seldom
collected much cash from most of his patients. Here also is Taylor's love affair
with automobiles and some sage advice about hygiene. It is, above all, the
story of a man who helped shape a community. I think Taylor's story would
make an excellent movie or could even be the basis for a TV series. Sanderson
did an excellent job in kindling Taylor's memories of a life of service through
medicine.
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The Family Story of Bonnie and Clyde, Phillip W. Steele with Marie Barrow
Scoma (Pelican Publishing Co., P.O. Box 3110, Gretna, LA 70054) 2000.
Contents. Epilogue. Bib/io. Index. B&W Photos. P. 158. $8.95.
Paperback.
The Family Story of Bonnie and Clyde is a noteworthy example of family
history_ Phillip Steele has carefully recorded the memories of his co-author,
Marie Barrow Scoma, Clyde's youngest sister, giving readers a rare glimpse
into the famlly life of both Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow. According to the
authors, the two outlaws maintained and enjoyed close relationships with their
immediate families. Once Bonnie and Clyde became fugitives, members of
their families secretly met with them on several occasions at prearranged
locations in isolated areas on the outskirts of Dallas. These brief encounters
reveal that the families were willing to protect their blood relatives from harm.
even at the height of the famous duo's criminal activities. Subtle commentary
on the Barrow and Parker family relationships with their infamous kinsmen
and the numerous family photographs of the outlaws are among the book's
greatest strengths.
Overall, the authors fail to achieve their objective of writing "the most
accurate story ever told about Bonnie and Clyde, their families, and their
associates" (p. 14). Historians will find it problematic that the authors chose
not to reference their work. Also, scholarly readers will note that the authors'
account contains some factual errors. For example, Bonnie Parker's poem,
"The Story of Bonnie and Clyde" (pp. 52-54), was written a few weeks before
she and Clyde were killed at Gibsland, Louisiana, not in the early stages of
their criminal careers, as the authors contend. For these reasons and others,
E.R. Milner's The Lives and Times of Bonnie and Clyde (1996) remains the
most complete and accurate source on the heavily romanticized outlaw couple.
Despite its shortcomings, the general reader will find this book entertaining
and captivating.
Kenneth W, Howell
Texas A&M University
Smoky: The Cowhorse, Will James (Mountain Press Publishing Co., P.O. Box
2399, Missoula, MT 59806) 1926. Reprint. 2000. Contents. lllus. P. 245.
$16.00 Paperback. $36.00. Hardcover.
Undoubtedly, this is the most popular of the twenty-four books Will
James published betwecn 1924 and 1942. Smoky is. the only one of James'
books that has remaincd in print since 1926. It won the Newberry Medal from
the American Library Association in 1927 for the most distinguished
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contribution to American literature for children.
This is another of the re-print editions by Mountain Press, which is in the
process of reprinting all of lames' books. In conjunction with the Will James
Art Company, Smoky, as are all these reprints, is copiously illustrated by the
author.
Today's readers of Smoky, looking through thc critical lens of political
correctness, may find certain passages biased or insensitive. As with many
great writers of the first half of the twentieth-century, James should be read
with a mind open to the times in which he wrote.
Smoky is still good fiction. Written in the unlettered vernacular of James,
it tells the story of a mouse-colored range horse that experienced the dangers
of survival in the wild. Eventually captured and broken by a sensitive and
understanding cowboy, Smoky became his devoted mount to the exclusion of
all other humans. Stolen, he was used in rodeos as the unridden bronc until
years later when he was sold as a useless nag. The happy ending is reserved
for the reader.
This book is recommended for youths of all ages and especially for
public school libraries. It is recommended for anyone who likes a good
Western story and for those who love horses.
Robert W. Glover
Shiloh Ranch
Vaqueros in Blue arul Gray, Jerry Thompson (State House Press, P.O. Box
15247, Austin, Texas 78761) 2000. Reprint 1977. Contents. Introduction.
Appendices. Notes. Biblio. llius. Index. P. 244. $19.95. Paperback.
$27.95. Hardcover.
This classic, originally published in 1977, remains a comprehensive
chronicle of "vaqueros" who fought as Unionists and Confederates in the Civ.il
War, both along the border region and on the bloodier battlefields of the slave
South. It merits acclaim a<.; the best work on Tejano military history; not even
World War II, the war generally recognized as having had the greatest impact
on the course of Mexican American life, has a comparable monograph.
There are several new features to the 2000 edition. It contains a critical
"Introduction" by the author wherein he reviews the current status of the
literature on Texas Mexicans in the Civil War and assesses i1..<.; impact on
Vaqueros in Blue and Gray. In some cases, he tells us, new research confirms
his earlier findings or expands on the record, but in other instances, new
studies dispel some of his old conclusions. To update things, Thompson
includes two new appendices, one an alphabetized list of Confederate Tejano
soldiers, the other of Union participants. Attached to each entry is infonnation
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such as age, occupation, and place of birth. Felix Alamaraz, Jr., the
distinguished historian from the University of Texas at San Antonio, provides
a commendatory Foreword.
No other history of the Southwest can boast of a tome like Vaqueros in
Blue and Gray. It stands as a tribute to Texas scholarship and the pen of Jerry
D. Thompson.
Arnoldo De Leon
Angelo State University
Some Babies Grow Up To Be Cowboys: A Collection of Articles and Essays,
John R. Erickson (University of North Texas Press, P.O. Box 311336,
Denton, TX 76203-1336) 1999. Contents. Index. P. 153. $14.95.
Paperback.
I once heard Larry McMurtry say that he believes the land shapes the way
a writer writes. For example, William Faulkner's style reflects the thick forests
and kudzu of the American South with his long and complex sentences.
McMurtry, in contrast, writes with a clean and concise style much like his
austere and sparse West Texas home country.
If what McMurtry said is true, and I think it is, then there is no doubt that
John Erickson is a native of the high plains of Texas. Erickson's newest book,
a collection of previously published essays and articles, is written with the
same clean, unadorned style of the "high and lonesome" Texas Panhandle.
Some readers might be more familiar with Erickson's lighthearted series of
hooks about Hank, the Cowdog, while others might know him through his four
previous books in the Western Life Series published by the University of North
Texas Press. All of his books, including Some Babies Grow Up To Be
Cowboys, are full of good stories, laced with lots of humor, a little history, and
reflections on the life of contemporary cowboying.
Since the chapters were previously published in a variety of places over
a period of twelve years, there is some repetition of themes and comments.
However, if read in bits and pieces, savoring each chapter before rus.hing to the
next, the reader can stretch the enjoyment out for miles and miles. Just like the
high plains.
Kyle Childress
Nacogdoches, Texas
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Anning America: The Origins of a National Gun Culture, Michael A.
Bellesiles (AlfredA. Knopf, 201 E 50th St., New York, NY 10022) 2000.
Contents. Epilogue. Notes. Appendix. Acknowledgments. Index P. 603.
$30.00. Hardcover.
Professor Bellesiles has given us a pretty fair social history of fireanns in
the United States. He combed primary and secondary sources for information
on patterns of ownership, use, attitudes, and governmental policies from the
colonial era to the late nineteenth century. It is much more satisfying than the
typical history of ftrearms but it is a revisionist history and the author's
conclusions may well give one pause.
The author believes that today H guns are central to the identity of
Americans" (p. 8), but were relatively unimportant to our ancestors. The
linchpin of this theory is the undeniable fact that until the Civil War the
principal gun control problem, from government's perspective, was that there
were not enough of them.
Besides militia reports and gun censuses, Bellesiles used probate records
to estimate the numbers and conditions of arms in private hands from 1765 to
1859. Although estate inventories appear to be quite detailed, at times they
almost certainly understate firearm ownership. This reviewer has noted that
Texas estate records rarely include guns even when other sources show that the
deceased died armed to the teeth.
Two conclusions are especially questionable fo[" East Texans. Bellesiles'
calculations show that in the 18408 gun ownership was 27.8% on the frontier
and 33.3% in the South (p. 445). He also states that in the mid-1840s <Lneither
private citizens nor the military showed much interest in the rifle" (p. 381).
This il\ at variance, however, with the Peters Colony Census in 1844 that
showed that the 381 households held 286 rifles and another thirty-five
smoothbores.
Readers wanting to know the history of guns in the United States cannot
ignore this work - neither can they fully rely upon it.
Paul R. Scott
Harris County, Texas
Through a Ni!?ht of Horrors: Voices From the 1900 Galveston Storm, Casey
Edward Greene and Shelly Henley Kelly, editors (Texas A&M Univer~ily
Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2000. Contents.
Notes. Biblio. B&W Photos. Index. P. 206. $24.95. Hardcover.
Casey Edward Greene's and Shelly Henley Kelly's work reveals the
horrifying events and findings surrounding the catastrophic hurricane that
destroyed Galveston on September 8, 1900. More than 6,000 people lost their
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lives in the storm that Nathan C. Green, author of Story of the Galveston
Flood, claimed was "'a tempest so terrible that no words can adequately
describe its intensity" (p. vix). Along with a preface and introduction, the book
is divided into three sections: "Survivor Letters;" "Survivor Memoirs;" and
"Survivor Oral Histories." Letters from John D, Blagden and Sarah D. Hawley,
memoirs from Ben C. Stuart and Gordon Gaither, and oral histories from
Emma Beal and R. Wilbur Goodman are just a few examples of the entries
included in the book.
The introduction contains excellent background information on
Galveston's history and demographics dating back to 1875. In 1899, it was the
"third richest city in the United States in proportion to population," according
to William A Scharnweber's Facts about Galveston, Texas, the Deep Water
Harbor of the Gulf ofMexico (p. 65). Greene and Kelly list the population of
Galveston at just under 38,000 in 1900. Between 1896 and 1898, over sixty
percent of the state's cotton crop was handled in Galveston, and in 1899, it was
the nation's leading cotton port. The stonn wiped out all industrial activity.
Galveston's fmancial losses were estimated at over $28 million. Over 1,500
acres of shoreline were swept clean while "thousands of houses, the wharves,
rail road bridges, and telegraph connections to the outside world were lost"
(p.4).
Galveston's Rosenberg Library is noted for its archives of local and early
Texas history, and is home to many accounts of the hurricane that demolished
the city. Greene and Kelly, both archivists at the Rosenberg Library, have put
together numerous memoirs and histories of the storm that seem unrealistic by
today's standards, but were all too realistic on September 8, 1900.
Brian P. King
Stephen F. Austin State University
Ten Texas Feuds, C.L. Sonnichsen (University of New Mexico Press, 1720
Lomas Blvd NE, Albuquerque, NM 87131-1591) 2000. Reprint 1957.
1971. Contents. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 248. Paperback.
Ten Texas Feuds is a well-written account of ten blood feuds in Texas
from Shelbyville to El Paso. Bload feuds are a part of the frontier and Southern
heritage of Texans: no matter how good the citizens of a town or county are,
when push comes to shove, they will fight. C.L. Sonnlchsen spent over twenty
years tracking down the stories of feuds throughout Texas. He talked with the
local old-timers, viewed county records, and looked up old newspaper stories
to verify as many facts as possible. The ten feuds cited in this book are the ones
that he thought were the best of all those collected.
Sonnichsen believed that the feuding in Texas started when the citizens of
an area got tired of lawlessness and gathered together to takc the law into their
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own hands. Texas justice meant defending a family's honor, protecting the
people from outlaws and renegades, and standing up for one's rights when
those in power no longer did so. Lynch Law prevailed in most Texas counties,
giving citizens the right to defend themselves when the Jaw did not. The
reprint of this book will be beneficial to those interested in looking into some
of the local history of Texas. It is filled from cover to cover with the stories of
ordinary Texans who stood up for themselves and defended what was theirs.
This is a book that any collector of Texana or folklore will definitely want in
their collection.
Donna C. West
Stephen F. Austin State University
The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, Eugene C. Harter (Texa..l\ A&M
University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 7843-4354) 2000.
Reprint 1985. Contents. Notes. Appendix. TlIus. Index. P. 141. $16.95
Paperback. $29.95 Hardcover.
Following the Civil War, many Southerners chose to leave their homes
and loved ones for Brazil rather than try to exist in the world of
Reconstruction. The exact number of those who immigrated is not known, but
it wa."i sufficient to establish and maintain not only colonies but Southern
traditions as well. These colonists and their descendants, who are ignored in
traditional histories concerning the Civil War, are the focus of Eugene C.
Harter's work.
In writing this history, Harter, a descendant of the "confederados," relied
on persona] letters, diaries, newspaper articles, and oral histories. He uses
these sources to detail the Southerners' reasons for leaving their homeland and
for staying once tensions in the United States had subsided. Central to his
argument is that the expatriates did not meet with great hardship, as some
contemporary accounts contended, but were, in fact, successful, and some
achieved great wealth. The author also discusses how the confederados
a~similated as well as contributed to Brazilian society, becoming fully
recognized citizens in the process.
Those interested in Civil War history may consider this hook a welcome
change from histories that tend only to re-analyze popular battles and
personalities. There is no discussion of Bull Run and General Robert E. Lee is
mentioned sparingly, although the author does detail the fallen leader's
disapproval of those who reestablished themselves on the South American
continent. Harter stays true to his objective, providing the story of those
individuals who felt they had been left without a country following the war.
This history of those who fled the United States is not comprehensive, and in
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all likelihood it never will be, given the lack of official records, but its
incompleteness does not render it useless.
Josh Flores
Nacogdoches, Texas
Hispanics in the Mormon Zion, 1912-1999, Jorge Ther (Texas A&M University
Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2000. Contents.
Illus. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 196. $34.95. Hardcover.
The Hispanic population in Utah had its beginnings early in the twentieth
century, when demand for unskilled labor drew Mexican immigrants to the
state. In 1910 there were over 166 people of Mexican birth in the state, but
their numbers grew tenfold within ten years. Hispanic organizations were
created in Utah during the 1920s to serve the needs of the growing community,
among them the Rama Mexicana, or the Mexican Branch of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. The Rama served as a mission and as a place
for social activities and networking for everyone in the Spanish-speaking
community, regardless of faith.
The Depression of the 1930s had a profound impact on the Spanish-
speaking community, as wages dropped and unemployment increased.
Members of the Hispanic community worked together to help one another, and
Rama leaders worked hard to assist their constituents during this trying time.
The economic surge produced by World War II increased the demand for
labor tremendously. Continued missionary work by the Rama expanded the
numbers of Hispanic Mormons, but their Roman Catholic peers viewed them
with suspicion. The Spanish-speaking community of Utah became more
diversified with the introduction of Puerto Ricans laborers. Social and cultural
differences between the two groups created some animosities, and attempts
toward closer relations among the Hispanic population did not develop until
after the war.
The Hispanic population of Utah faced increased discrimination and lack
of opportunities after the war. Late in the 1960s, organizations such as SOCIO
(Spanish Speaking Organization for Community, Integrity, and Opportunity)
advocated more righl~ and better treatment among the Spanish-speaking
population of Utah. But by the mid-1990s, the community became polarized
along ethnic and religious lines.
Jorge Iber's work, which is organized into six easy-to-read chapters, is
well researched. Fans of books written by Mexican-American historian
Arnoldo de Leon are sure to enjoy this book.
Son H. Mai
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Great Plains Cattle Empire: Thatcher Brothers and Associates (1875-1945),
Paul E. Patterson and Joy Poole (Texas Tech University Press, Box
41037, Lubbock, TX 79410) 2000. Contents. Epilogue. Notes. Biblio.
B&W Photos. Index. P. 211. $28.95. Hardcover.
Paul E. Patterson and Joy Poole have written an interesting history of the
cattle industry, 1875 to 1945. Patterson, who managed the Diamond A Cattle
Company for twenty-six years, has written extensively on western themes.
Poole. fanner administrator of the Blue Horses Pioneer Museum in Trinidad.
Colorado, is now director of the Fort Collins Museum in Colorado. The
authors used some personal correspondence and other primary materials. For
example, Poole researched the records of the Bloom Land and Cattle Board;
Frank G. Bloom was one of the pioneers in the Great Plains cattle industry.
But secondary sources, rather than primary, seem to dominate this book. Still,
the writing is crisp and the story interesting, If one knows nothlng about this
subject, this quick read is a good place to begin.
Great Plains Cattle Empire deals with Henry W. Cresswell, Burton C.
Mossman, William E. Anderson, and others who were leaders in the cattle
industry that proliferated after the Clvil War. The book deals primarily with the
influence of John A. and Mahlon D. Thatcher, and later Bloom, on the cattle
industry. The Thatchers and Bloom were transplanted Pennsylvanians. The
Thatcher brothers profited initially in the mercantile business as thousands of
emigrants passed through Colorado on their travels west. Soon they owned the
First National Bank of Pueblo, Colorado and achieved further success in
mining and ranching. Bloom soon joined his friends in Colorado.
After the Civil War railroads began to tie East to West, and cattlemen,
seelng the potential of new markets, began driving their herds north. Thc
danger of the occasional Tndlan or rattlesnake paled to the scarcity of water, as
cowboys and cattle grew hoarse with thirst. But for those hardy souls who
made it to the grasslands of Colorado or Nevada, the profits could be
enonnous. Bankers, land speculators, and investors from the East quickly
descended on the nearly eleven million acres of the Great Plains. Cattle
companies formed by the dozens.
As the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains filled with settlers, some
new and some old, the Thatchers and Bloom reaped the profits. When word
spread that the Thatchers were men to be trusted, cattleman and miners stored
their currency, gold, silver, and other valuables in the Thatcher's safe. The
brothers also sold drafts on deposited goods, thus elimlnating the danger of
carrying around one's entire life savings.
The 18708 brought change to the Great Plains. Villages grew into towns.
Overstocked ranges, immigrants seeking land, and barbed wire forced men
like the Thatchers to seek new outlets for their business ventures. The winter
of 1878 when thousands of cattle died in the elements was particularly harsh.
Companies such as the 11 Ranch sold their brands to eastern investors and
relinquished their claim on 2.25 million acres of public domain.
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When range rights were contested by homesteaders, the Thatchers and
Bloom began buying patented lands, especially those that contained surface
water. Working through other cattle companies, such as the H.W. Cresswell,
branding the Bar ce, and the Anderson Cattle Company, branding the
Diamond A, the three friends formed one of the largest cattle conglomerates in
the livestock industry. At one time, the Bloom Cattle Company laid claim to
over two million acres in Montana.
The authors intertwine pictures of success with harsh winters that
claimed thousands of cattle. The Panic of 1873 sent many scurrying back east.
The cyclical nature of the cattle industry made initial investments worthwhile,
but when more cattlemen and investors gutted the market, times were hard
again. The story of the Great Plains Cattle industry, and notably the story of
the Thatchers and Bloom, is a story more about determination and
perseverance than about cattle and cowboys.
Randy Harshbarger
Nacogdoches, Texas
Galveston and the 1900 Storm, Patricia Bellis Bixel and Elizabeth Hayes
Turner (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-
7819) 2000. Contents. Bibliographical Essay. Map. B&W Photos. Index.
P. 174. $60.00. Hardcover. $27.95. Paperback.
At ftrst glance. this publication appears to be a coffee-table popular
hi~tory, but careful reading reveals that it is not only a wen-researched work
on the storm that struck Galveston in 1900, but also a fine early history of the
coastal Texas city. The authors include a brief yet fascinating account of
Galveston through the words and thoughts of some of the Island City's early
inhabitants. Black-and-white photos show the city's beautiful architecture
before the tum of the century and add character to the work. The introduction
provides a solid background for the main theme - the hurricane of 1900. In this
section, much of the story of the storm is splendidly retold by those who
witnessed its destruction. Chilling accounts describe the rising water, the
"stonn surge," and the sound of shattering glass, as "if the rooms were filled
with a thousand little devils, shrieking and whistling" (p. 26). The final section
details the grieving, followed by cleanup, repair, and rejuvenation of a battered
city. Special attention is given to progressivism in Galveston, including the
women's suffrage movement and the organizations that came to Galveston's
rescue. The book also takes a look into the African American communities of
the city at the period.
Galveston and the 1900 Storm is tastefully designed and well organized.
AIthough footnotes or endnotes would have been a bonus, their absence does
not lessen the historical legitimacy of this work. With its rich inclusion of more
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than four dozen black-and-white photographs, this publication is appropriate
for both scholars and a more general audience.
Craig Wallace
Nacogdoches, Texas
Pavie in the Borderlands: The Journey of Theodore Pavie to Louisiana and
Texas, /829, Including Portions a/his Souvenirs atlantiques. Betty Black
Klier (Louisiana State University Press, P.O. Box 25053, Baton Rouge,
LA 70894-5053 2000. Contents. Hlus. Map. Appendices. Biblio. Index. P.
280. $49.95. Hardcover. $24.95. Paperback.
Theodore Pavie was an ejghteen-year~old, melodramatic, brooding
Romantic in 1830. In Paris Pavle moved among the time's intellectuals:
novelists Victor Hugo, painter Eugene Lelacrox, America's Fenimore Cooper,
and England's Walter Scott, among others. But the sophisticated world of Paris
was not for Theodore Pavie. His suffering soul required the balm of primitive
nature and communication with the Noble Savage. And the most primitive
nature that Pavie could find was in America's southwestern borderlands, on the
Texas-Louisiana border. It helped that he had Pavie kinfolks whom he could
visit already living in Natchitoches.
Betje Black Klier's Pavie in the Borderlands is the story of Theodore's
nine-months visit to the newborn, fast growing United States. He traveled
overland from New York to the Ohio River, then down the Ohio to the
Mississippi and New Orleans, up the Red River to Alexandria, Louisiana, and
by horse to Natchitoches. Pavie was amazed at life in the States, both natural
and social, and to our advantage he wrote down his thoughts and descriptions
of his travels in letters home and in a later publication, Souvenirs atlantiques.
His love of nature did not preclude his pot shooting alligators, herons,
buzzards, and anything that moved along the bank as he glided down these
mighty rivers.
Pavie's richest descriptions are of the southwestern Borderlands,
between Natchitoches, through the lawless Neutral Ground, across the Sabine
to Nacogdoches. This area was a cultural sink, consisting of a gumbo of
French settlers of Natchitoches (which includes the Pavies), the Spanish
colonists who had inhabited what became of the Neutral Ground. thousands of
dispossessed local, migrant Indians, Negroes both free and enslaved, and
hordes of Anglos marching westward but stopped at Mexican Texas.
Readers will therefore be forever indebted to Pavie for his observations
of nature and life in this vanishing world of the Texas-Louisiana frontier. He
gave us eyewitness accounts of the riverboat world and of slavery ("the great
vice of American society"), and of vagabond Indians (who were below
Negroes in the pecking order). He described in detail the abundance of deer
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and wild fowl and the now extinct passenger pigeon and the Carolina parakeet.
He wrote eyewitness accounts of a social and natural world that are gone
beyond the memory of man. He gave us a treasure.
For all of the important sights that Theodore Pavie did write about, it
seems petty to be critical of his style, one which wa~ Romantically popular
then but is Classically superflous now. Pavie loved simile and metaphor and
protracted figures of speech. He gloried in the extravagance of language, and
his style frequently gets in the way of clarity. His feelings poured over every
description. And he frequently invents episodes and dialogue as he
Romantically wished them to be, not as they were.
If one read only Pavie's letters home to his family, he would assume that
he was dealing with an emotional basketcase. Pavie goes through continual
emotional crises - congenital melancholy and homesickness! - during which
he cries all night long. He wanders in the dusk about his uncIe's house
brooding and moaning. He cultivates sadness, wallowing in the sympathy he
gains from the females of his uncle's house. His yearning to see his older
brother Victor borders on abnormality. I marvel that one of such a super-
sensitive disposition could ever become a world traveler, which he did. And if
I were teaching early nineteenth century literature, I would assign my students
to read Theodore Pavie to study a ful1-blown Shelleyan Romantic: "I fall upon
the thorns of life, I bleed!"
But this "basketcase'~ returned to his home in France, achieved
considerable aesthetic distance between himself and his experiences in the
Borderland, and wrote his Souvenirs atlantiques in a much happier mood than
he was in when he was writing about his experiences to the folks back home.
Pavie painted some fascinating pictures of the Borderland, and showed us
people and places and things that we would never have known about had he
not written about them.
To Betje Black Klier, the author, editor, and translator of Pavie in the
Borderlands: she has all my applause. She has done highly professional, far-
reaching research! She has the investigative tendencies of a supersleuth, with
the academic energy and enthusiasm of a graduate student. She has ranged far
to follow her sources to their resting places, and she has contributed
immeasurably to our knowledge of the Texas-Louisiana Borderlands.
Francis Edward Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Texas Painters, Sculptors & Graphic Artists: A Biographical Dictionary of
Artists in Texas Before 1942, John and Deborah Powers (Woodmont
Books, P.O. Box 50103, Austin, TX 78763-0103). 2000. Contents.
Biblio. Appendices. P. 606. $125. Hardcover.
From Henry McArdle's "Dawn at the Alamo," which hangs in the Texas
capitol, to Julian Onderdont's impressionistic paintings of Texas hillsides
covered with bluebonnets, artists have furnished images that capture the
immense variety of the Lone Star State. John and Deborah Powers' new
biographical dictionary, Texas Painters, Sculptors & Graphic Artists, provides
an essential guide to the story of Texas artists prior to World War II. It will be
useful to collectors, dealers, museums, and libraries.
Many of the artists induded are relatively obscure. To make their
selections, the Powers relied on city directories and census reports and
identified many individuals not found in any other source as "artists." Most of
these self-proclaimed artists also had other occupations as homemakers,
surveyors, journalists, physicians, scientists, or military officers. Criteria for
inclusion in this dictionary embraced an artist's formal training in art, his or
her exhibitions, critical appraisal, and historical interest.
A brief biographical sketch begins each entry. This is followed by a list
of exhibitions, collections, affiliations, and references. The authors make no
attempt to judge the merits of an artist's work save through brief summaries of
critical comments. For well-known artists such as Frederick Remington or
Georgia O'Keefe, the biographical sketch focuses on the artist's Texas
connection and makes no attempt to describe his or her full career.
Texas Painters, Sculptors & Graphic Artists is a comprehensive and well-
designed guide to the mosaic of Texas art prior to World War II. It should be
an essential addition to any reference library.
Elizabeth Alexander
Texas Wesleyan University
The Wichita Indians: Traders of Texas and the Southern Plains, 1540-1845, F.
Todd Smith (Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station,
TX 77843-4354) 2000. Contents. Maps. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 206.
$32.95. Hardcover.
This third volume in Smith's trilogy on the Caddos and Wichitas focuses
on the tatters' stature as fanners and traders in northeast Texas prior to
statehood and their dealings with neighboring tribes and colonial powers. The
Wichita name comprises several groups, including Guichitas, Taovayas,
Tawakonis, Wacos, Iscanis, and Kichais. After providing a culture sketch,
Smith traces the fortunes of these groups through eras framed in terms of
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Euroamerican engagement. Wichita villages were stations for intertribal trade
and thus encouraged Spanish and French inroads, after which the Wichitas
thrived as middlemen. The Spanish solidified their influence among the
Wichita groups through the ]700s, and then saw it wane. A lull "between
empires" after 1804 was exploited by American merchants and ti Iibusters,
prior to the brief reigns of Mexico and the Tex.as Republic. The Wichita groups
responded to shifting influences by relocating their village sites several times
and by striking intertribal alliances that gave them maximum protection for
minimal commitment. They were able to maintain relatively peaceful external
relations until late in the parade of intrusions.
The Wichitas' eighteenth-century experience with the Spanish and French
has been well studied, though embedded in regional histories, monographs on
other tribes, and archaeological and ethnohistorical reports. Their distinct role
in the turbulent first half of the nineteenth century has not had so much
attention. In any case, outside of W. W. Newcomb's volume in 1976 for a
general audience, no separate Wichita narrative history has been published.
With a superb command of the sources, and in writing brisk and clear, Smith
furnishes such a history.
Daniel J. Gelo
University of Texas at San Antonio
The Great Galveston Disaster, Paul Lester (Pelican Publishing Co., P.O. Box
3110, Gretna, LA 70054) 2000. Contents. Inus. p. 516. $17.95.
Paperback.
When The Heavens Frowned, Joseph L. Cline (Pelican Publishing Co., P.O.
Box 3110, Gretna, LA 70054) 1946. 2000. Reprint. Contents. Illus. P.
221. $19.95. Paperback.
The centennial of the 1900 Galveston Stonn sparked renewed interest in
the worst natural catastrophe in the history of North America. The catalyst for
this phenomena was the publication of Eric Larson's Isaac's Storm, a New
York Times best seller. Several publishing houses, hoping to cash in on the
anniversary, reprinted earlier books on the storm. The Great Galveston
Disaster and When The Heavens Frowned, published by Pelican Press, are two
such efforts. The Great Galveston Disaster, published immediately after the
stonn, is a compilation of personal interviews and newspaper articles about the
storm. When the Heavens Frowned is the autobiography of Joseph Cline, the
assistant meteorologist in Galveston on that fateful day in September.
Unfortunately, the quality of the reprints leaves much to be desired. The
photographs, especially in the Cline book, appear blurry. Because both books
are sensational, Pelican Press should have hired an historian to comment on
some of the more controversial sections in each book. For example, the
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original publication of The Great Galveston Disaster caused quite a stir.
Besides vividly describing the destruction wrought on the Island City, the
book contained several eyewitness accounts that accused some black
Galvestonians of looting and disfiguring the corpses of white Galvestonians.
The vivid images of law enforcement officials arresting looters whose pockets
contained jewelry-laden, amputated fingers of white victims fanned the flames
of racial hatred throughout the United States. Also, in his chapter on the 1900
storm, Joseph Cline did not mention a serious difference of opinion between
himself and his brother, Isaac, over the need to warn the citizens of Galveston
about the potential severity of the stann. This contradicts Eric Larson's
interpretation of that event.
With a little more time and effort Pelican Press could have produced
useful reprints of two important early books on the 1900 Storm. Hopefully,
students of the Galveston Hurricane will not have to wait another one hundred
years before meaningful reprints of these important books reaches the
bookstores.
Donald E. Willett
Texas A&M University at Galveston
Turn Out the Lights: Chronicles of Texas During the 80s and 90s, Gary
Cartwright (University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, Texas, 78713-
7819) 2000. Foreword by Robert Draper. Acknowledgments. P. 282.
$19.95. Paperback.
Readers of Texas Monthly will recognize Gary Cartwright from his many
years of excellent contributions to that magazine. Turn Out the Lights is a
collection of his best work, most of it previously published in Texas Monthly
during the past twenty years. Unlike many other compilations, this one
contains an abundance of enjoyable and highly recommended reading.
Cartwright is among the foremost observers and critics of contemporary
Texas, Perhaps most impressive is his ability to tell stories about a broad range
of topics. There is something for everyone in this collection. From an expose
on psychic healers ("Touch Me, Feel Me, Heal Me! Exposing Psychic Surgery,
or the Case of the Smoking Panties"), to a prophetic tale of a recent Dallas
Cowboys reunion, Cartwright provides insightful commentary on an amazing
array of topics. A personal favorite has to be the chapter entitled "The Last
Roundup," which juxtaposes two of the dominant mythological characters in
Texas history, cowboys and oil millionaires, in a heartbreaking story about the
collision of past and present in the rangeland of West Texas. Do not miss this
one.
The one essay in this collection not previously published, "My Most
Unforgettable Year," is Cartwright's take on the assassination of President
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Joho F. Kennedy and the impact that event had on Texas, DalJas, and him.
Obviously a seminal event in Cartwright's life, the assassination and various
conspiracy theories surrounding it are well-covered in several other chapters
as well. Whether a reader's interest lies in the conflicting accounts of the
Kennedy assassination or simply in good stories well told, reading Turn Out
the Lights will be time well spent.
Mark Daniel Barringer
Stephen F. Austin State University
The Texas Sheriff: UJrd of the County Line, Thad Sitton (Univer~ity of
Oklahoma Press, 4100 28th Avenue NW, Norman, OK 73069-8218).
2000. Contents. 11lus. Epilogue. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 253. $24.95.
Hardcover.
Thad Sitton has crafted a well written social history of rural law
enforcement in Texas that is based on solid scholarship and rich in anecdote.
During the first half of the twentieth century, the county sheriff "was still the
'high sheriff' - master of the county courthouse, feudal lord of the county
territory, manhunter, and keeper of bloodhounds" (p. xii). Lawman, politician,
jailer, personal mediator, and all-around problem-solver, the sheriff held power
far beyond the formal definition of his office. He enforced the law informally
and personally. Local transgressors - potential voters in the next election -
often received more lenient treatment than "outsiders" accused of the same
offenses. In addition to statutes, IUral sheriffs also sustained the social status
quo desired by the electorate. Such enforcement ranged from preservation of
strict racial segregation to occasional toleration of local gambling, prostitution,
and bootlegging operations. Voters expected sheriffs to "get rough" sometimes
while maintaining order, though the degree of acceptable violence varied
according to county traditions. Some lawmen, such as Bee County Sheriff Vail
Ennis, who killed eight men before voters removed him from office, clearly
abused their authority. Others served for decades without drawing a weapon.
After 1950, increasing attention to civil rights and expanding state and federal
regulation over law enforcement, especially the creation of the Texas
Commission on Law Enforcement Officer Standards and the Texas Jail
Standards Commission, restricted the power of rural sheriffs.
Sitton constructs his history from appropriate secondary sources and
voluminous contemporary newspaper reports. But the real strength of The
Texas Sherifflies in the over three dozen personal interviews with '''old-style''
Texas sheriffs that provide most of the narrative. The author wisely allows the
participants to describe much of the action, and their voices imbue the book
with a strong sense of time and place. Despite his reliance on the "old-timer's"
accounts, Sitton presents a balanced assessment of his subjects. He frequently
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juxtaposes a specific lawman's kindness to his constituents with the same
officer's extreme brutality toward "outsiders" or racial minorities. leaving the
reader to reconcile such extremes of behavior.
Thad Sitton has produced a laudable combination of solid history and
engaging writing. Students of criminal justice, lovers of Texana, and admirers
of skillful storytelling will find The Texas Sheriff: Lord of the County Line
rewarding reading.
Roger Tuller
State University of New York College at Cortland
The Jack Ruby Trial Revisited: The Diary ofForeman Max Causey, John Mark
Dempsey, editor (University of North Texas Press, P.O. Box 311336,
Denton, TX 76203-1336) 2000. B&W Photos. References. Jndex. P.202.
$29.95. Hardcover.
On November 22, 1963, Lee Harvey Oswald assassinated President John
F. Kennedy in Dallas, Texas. Two days later, as city police officers were
transferring Oswald to the Dallas County jail. Jack Ruby walked unchallenged
into the basement of City Hall and shot him to death. Three months after
Oswald was murdered, Dallas became the site of Ruby's trial for murder.
Focusing solely on the proceedings of this case, John Mark Dempsey revisits
this famous and controversial episode in Dallas' history.
Dempsey approached the Ruby trial from the perspectives of the
sequestered members of the jury by editing the diary of Max Causey. who was
the first juror selected in the case and the eventually served as foreman of the
jury. He utilized Causey's written memoir, court records, newspaper accounts,
and interviews with surviving jury members. Dempsey reveals many ditlerent
facets about the daily experiences of jury members during the trial, but several
key points are repeated throughout the book. Causey and other members of the
jury believed that Ruby acted on his own in kil1ing Oswald. Causey stated, " ...
Ruby was not stable enough for the Mafia or the CIA to put any stock in at aWl
(pp. 3-4). The author also reveals that the jury had no second thoughts
regarding Ruby's guilt and based its decision on facts presented before them,
not a desire to vindicate the city of Dallas. Dempsey discloses that lead
defense attorney Melvin Belli was unable to convince the court that his client
suffered from psychomotor epilepsy and had killed Oswald while
experiencing a seizure caused by the disease. If Ruby had pled guilty and
thrown himself upon the mercy of the court. the jurors contend that they
probably would have sentenced him to life in prison rather than giving him the
death penalty.
Dempsey's book serves as a good introduction to the Ruby trial. Although
repetitious at times, the author has done an adequate job of editing and
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researching his work. Both the scholar and the general reader will find this
book accessible and infonnative.
Kenneth W. Howell
Texas A&M University
Widows by the Thousand: The Civil War Correspondence of Theophilus and
Harriet Perry, 1862-1864, M. Jane Johansson, editor (University of
Arkansas Pre~s, 201 Ozark Ave, Fayetteville, AR 72700 2000. Contents.
lllus. Notes. Index. P. 333. $34.95. Hardcover.
I must confess.
Knowing only the title to this book when I was asked to review it, I
wondered if it would be a knock-off of a chapter, similarly titled, in Randolph
Campbell's splendid work, A Southern Community in Crisis: 1850-1880.
I need not have worried. This is genuine, a piece of history expanding on
a trove of correspondence which Campbell discovered well over a decade ago
at Duke University and had incorporated only in part. The author graciously
acknowledges his help and guidance.
At the onset of the Civil War, Theophilus and Harriet Perry, natives of
North Carolina, were living in Marshal1 where he had established a law
practice. Hesitant to defend secession, he entered the army eventually. This is
a record of the entire correspondence between and among husband and wife
and members of their respective families before his death at the Battle of
Pleasant Hill, the day after the Battle of Mansfield.
Johansson opens each year of the letters with an essay on the course of
the conflict as it affected a family shattered by the war and themselves as
individuals. She used service records, census returns, and other sources to
identify others who figure in the letters.
Sad, poignant, and compelling, the book is a story encapsulated in the
title. With one sickly child and another on the way, Mrs. Perry anguished at her
fate in a letter to a sister back home In North Carolina:
"I don't know what is to become of us - we are strongly scourged if any
people ever were ... I very often wish to be with you all, but I should then be
so far from Mr. Perry. I could not hear from him hardly ever - I want to stay
as near him as I can while he lives - for I have no idea he will ever return to
stay - war makes widows by the thousands."
For one to whom some of the names in this book are almost as familiar
as those of his own family, reading this book is much like turning the pages of
a family photo album.
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Mrs. Johansson is an adjunct professor of history at Northeastern State
University in Tahlequah. She is the author of Peculiar Honor: A History ofthe
28th Cavalry, 1862-1865, which won the East Texas Historical Association's
Ottis Lock Award for Best Book of the year in East Texas in 1999. Theophilus
Perry served in the 28th.
Max S. Lale
Marshall and Fort Worth
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